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Abstract 

The purpose of this research was to determine if a Mechanically-Fastened Fiber 

Reinforced Polymer (MF-FRP) Retrofit System is viable for increasing shear strength in existing 

reinforced concrete beams. 

   Due to the more rigorous, LRFR ratings standards for structures such as bridges, an 

increasing portion of in-service reinforced concrete beams are considered under-designed in 

shear.  Consequences of under-designed beams in shear can result in shear cracking and 

sudden, catastrophic failure.  Therefore, a method to increase the shear strength economically, 

for the short term could have a large impact on the safety on these in-service structures.     

 A review of previous research indicated success with a MF-FRP system in flexure 

strengthening of reinforced concrete beams at UW-Madison, in addition to success with an 

Adhesively-Bonded FRP system in shear strengthening of reinforced concrete T-beams at the 

University of Alberta.  The many benefits of Mechanically-Fastened Systems compared to 

Adhesively-Bonded Systems, which include ease of installation, installation time, and curing 

time, make this research a worthwhile process to determine if a MF-FRP system is viable in 

shear application.  Therefore, a MF-FRP system was designed for use in shear application.  The 

pre-emptive failure mode for such a system is FRP bearing, so the selection of fastener type, 

number of fasteners, and the FRP material properties was chosen to maximize load per FRP 

sheet at FRP bearing failure. 

 Eight tests were conducted on large-scale reinforced-concrete beams with dimensions 

8” wide by 12” deep by 10’ long.  Two controls were used to determine the concrete shear 

strength and steel shear strength, separately.  The FRP configuration was varied by changing 
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the FRP orientation (vertical/angled), FRP spacing, and FRP location within the critical shear 

zone.  Each test consisted of a point load located at L/3 of the effective span to cause failure in 

the smaller shear zone.   

 Test results showed a shear strength increase between 8 and 30%.  The upper limit of 

the shear strength increase range given was controlled by concrete crushing in failure, and no 

tests had FRP bearing as the failure mode.  FRP strains confirmed visual observations as the 

largest FRP strains measured for any test of 512.7 με was much less than the average strain at 

FRP bearing failure of 956 με.  Since the FRP sheets did not fail in the expected failure mode of 

FRP bearing, the controlling failure mode of the FRP system was unconclusive.  Due to an 

undesired high concrete strength, the design calculations could not be compared to the test 

results to validate the design procedure.  However, calculations were compared to the test 

results which provided similar failure modes. 

 Test results and calculations showed that a MF-FRP Retrofit System is viable for 

strengthening existing reinforced-concrete beams in shear.  Issues that will need to be 

addressed in the future to accurately and reliably design for a MF-FRP System in shear while 

maintaining all the benefits over an Adhesively-Bonded FRP System include determination of 

the actual shear capacity of any MF-FRP system, tolerance requirements, fastener embedment 

depth requirements for effective bonding, and necessity of gap filler.      
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Ch.1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Over the past century, a significant number of concrete bridges have been built in the 

United States alone.  During the design of these bridges, the understanding of shear design was 

not as sophisticated as it is today.  The design codes reflected this limitation of shear design and 

resulted in bridges with under-designed bridges in shear according to today’s standards.  

Furthermore, the majority of these bridges have experienced noticeable deterioration that 

includes concrete spalling and steel corrosion.  Finally, the new rating standards for bridges, 

LRFR, includes rating existing structures in shear, which was not previously done.  This has 

caused a large number of bridges that were previously considered to be structurally safe to be 

now under-reinforced.      

These problems have led to an increasing number of rehabilitation projects instead of 

complete replacement of the deteriorated bridges for a number of reasons.  First, every level of 

government from local to federal has experienced continuous financial problems.  Combining 

these financial issues with the ever expanding infrastructure has resulted in a lack of funds for 

infrastructure maintenance.  Therefore, the option between a less costly rehabilitation project 

and a complete replacement is oftentimes decided based on costs.  Second, rehabilitation 

technologies have drastically improved to the point where rehabilitation is more cost-effective 

than a new bridge.  Included in these technologies is the use of external Fiber Reinforced 

Polymer sheets to strengthen a beam and reduce deflections.     

Fiber Reinforced Polymer, or FRP, has been used for decades, originating in the aerospace 

industry.  FRP is typically made by a pultrusion process, where high-strength reinforcing fibers 
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(glass, carbon, etc.) are pultruded through a liquid resin matrix (polyester, vinyl ester, epoxy, 

etc.).  Advantages to FRP include lightweight, high strength to weight ratio, highly resistant to 

corrosion, thermal and electrical non-conductivity, low maintenance, and pre-fabrication.  

These advantages make FRP a good replacement for steel in most any type of environment.  In 

the past 10-15 years, research has been conducted to investigate the possible applications for 

FRP in strengthening existing concrete bridges.  There are two common methods to fastening 

the FRP sheets to concrete.  The first method uses an adhesive to bond the FRP sheets to the 

concrete.  While this method has been extensively researched, the labor time and difficulty of 

effective installation are major obstacles for widespread use and acceptance within industry.  

The second method is to use a mechanically-fastened system, where powder actuated 

fasteners and/or concrete wedge anchors are used to drill through the FRP and concrete to 

transfer the loads.  While this method is not well researched, the benefits include: a possible 

ductile failure, higher ductility, reduced labor time and difficulty.  

The majority of research has focused on method one with epoxy bonding, but universities 

such as the University of Wisconsin-Madison and the University of Missouri-Rolla, have 

concentrated fully on method two for the reasons listed above.  Previous research has focused 

on strengthening reinforced concrete beams in flexure with favorable results.  Not only did 

flexural strength increase at a comparable percentage to adhesively bonded FRP strips, but 

gradual failure was achieved as well.   

The research presented in this paper is to further the investigation of the MF-FRP system by 

applying it to shear strengthening.  Large scale testing was used on four reinforced concrete 

beams with dimensions, 8” wide x 12” high x 10’ long.  Since shear is concentrated near the end 
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of the support in a simply supported beam, two tests were conducted on each beam by placing 

a concentrated load near one end and loaded until failure.  After the first test, the beam was 

rotated so the other end of the beam could then be tested until failure.   

 

1.2 Objectives 

The objectives for this paper are the following: 

a.) To determine the viability of increasing shear strength in Reinforced Concrete Beams 

using Mechanically-Fastened FRP sheets. 

b.) To determine the preferred FRP configuration in terms of strength, efficiency, failure 

mode, and ease of construction.   

c.) To verify the validity of the FRP retrofit system’s design procedure.   

d.) To provide a detailed installation procedure for the MF-FRP system. 

 

1.3 Scope 

The scope of the work is as follows: 

1.) Design full scale beams- The four beams were designed to be as similar to an existing 

reinforced concrete girder bridge as possible.  Therefore, the concrete mix desired was a 

4000 psi mix with fly ash and air entrainment for all four beams.  The spacing for the 

steel reinforcement followed ACI to provide a similar steel layout within the beam.  Two 

controls were designed to determine experimentally the strength of the concrete and 

steel reinforcement.  In order to get two tests out of each beam, a concentrated load 

was applied at one end at a time.  
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2.) Design FRP Retrofit System- A mechanically fastened FRP retrofit system was designed 

to fail with a bearing failure mode of the FRP strip.  A bearing failure mode is considered 

ductile and can also be seen by a visual inspection, which are both desired 

characteristics of a failure mode.  The FRP strips were designed to improve the shear 

strength only over the portion of the beam that was being tested.  Orientation of the 

FRP strips was varied between vertical and 45° clockwise with respect to the 

longitudinal axis of the beam (if nearest support is to the left and applied load is to the 

right).  The FRP spacing was also varied to determine if an optimum design could be 

found experimentally.  4, 0.5” diameter wedge anchors were used to fasten the FRP 

sheets to the beams.  Finally, gap filler was used to improve the bond between the 

concrete and the wedge anchors. 

3.) Construct full scale beams- By personally constructing the formwork, steel cages, and 

FRP sheets and then fastening the FRP sheets, the best procedure for installation of the 

FRP sheets could be discovered through personal experience.   

4.) Test full scale beams- The testing was conducted in the UW-Structures lab.  Data 

gathered from the tests included: stroke, load, strains in the concrete and FRP from 

strain gauges, and failure modes through visual observation.   

5.) Analyze results- The data gathered was then compared to each other to determine the 

most preferred FRP configuration used.  The primary data used for the comparison was 

strength increase, efficiency, failure mode, and fabrication time.   
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1.4 Methodology 

The following tasks were performed to complete the objectives described above: 

a.) Reviewed previous research on the MF-FRP method to understand what research 

has done previously and why it was successful. 

b.) Develop appropriate dimensions for the four design beams to provide applicable 

data to actual reinforced concrete beams in service while limiting materials required 

due to cost concerns and testing limitations.   

c.) Design reinforced concrete beams to fail under shear with or without FRP 

strengthening.  

d.) Select FRP material to use from previous research to eliminate FRP material testing 

and provide successful results.   

e.) Design a MF-FRP system with a preferred failure mode and significant shear strength 

increase for the beam. 

f.) Determine FRP configurations to provide range of FRP strip spacings with two 

different fiber orientations.  Direct comparison will be possible between the vertical 

and 45° angle fiber orientations since the spacings chosen were the same for each 

orientation.   

g.) Selecting the primary FRP strips for each  test to obtain maximum strains in the FRP 

by placing strain gauges on only those primary strips. 

h.)  Installing the FRP strips onto each beam to gain hands on experience.  This 

experience will be the basis for my recommendations on installation procedure for 

the MF-FRP system selected. 
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i.) Testing four beams to gather data required for analysis. 

j.) Analyze the data gathered to determine the best FRP configuration. 

k.) Developing a list of recommendations for further research investigating the use of a 

MF-FRP system to strengthen existing Reinforced concrete beams.     
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Ch. 2- Background and Literature Review 

2.1 Objectives 

 The objectives for the Background and Literature Review are as follows: 

 To understand the previous research on externally-bonded FRP strengthening systems 

for Reinforced Concrete beams. 

 To investigate the performance of previous externally-bonded FRP strengthening 

systems. 

 To compare the different FRP strengthening systems available. 

 To investigate if any previous research was done for a MF-FRP system used in a shear 

strengthening application.   

 To understand the failure modes of any externally-bonded FRP strengthening system 

and the ability to design for a certain failure mode. 

 To investigate past in-field applications of MF-FRP systems. 

 To review the current design recommendations for externally-bonded FRP 

strengthening systems and the limitations associated with these recommendations. 

 To determine if a suitable FRP material was available for my own testing. 

 

2.2 Small Scale Testing of MF-FRP System in Flexure 

 In 1999, Anthony Lamanna, et al. conducted flexural testing on 35 scale Reinforced-

Concrete models with dimensions 6”x6”x48” at the University of Wisconsin-Madison (A.J. 

Lamanna, L.C. Bank and D.W. Scott, 2001).  The variables in the testing process included 

concrete strength, FRP material properties, and use of a mechanically-fastened system or epoxy 
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to attach the FRP strips to the beams.  Concrete strength was varied between 3 ksi and 6 ksi, 

while 4 different types of FRP material were used.  All beams including the control beams used 

the same steel reinforcement: 2, #4 Grade 60 bars for bottom longitudinal steel, 2, #3 Grade 60 

bars for top longitudinal steel.  This amount of longitudinal steel corresponds to relative 

reinforcement ratios of 0.68 and 0.39 for the concrete strengths of 3 ksi and 6 ksi, respectively.    

The first type of FRP was considered a standard strip with longitudinal modulus of 

elasticity (E) of 2,001 ksi and a Longitudinal Strength of 33.6 ksi.  The second type of FRP was 

two standard strips stacked one on top of the other.  The stacking of strips produced an E of 

2,250 ksi and longitudinal strength of 29.6 ksi.  The third type had a much higher modulus than 

the standard type, resulting in an E of 3958 ksi and longitudinal strength of 81.3 ksi.  The fourth 

and final FRP type was a fabric specialty strip with an E of 2465 ksi and a longitudinal strength 

of 50.9 ksi.  The cross sectional dimensions of all strips were 0.125” thick by 4” wide.  The 

Mechanically-Fastened FRP system consisted of powder-actuated fasteners from Hilti and 

neoprene backed steel washers.   

The powder-actuated fasteners were shot through the FRP strip and concrete with no 

pre-drilling.  This lack of pre-drilling caused initial cracking in the concrete, however the 

cracking did not change flexural capacity and failure mode.  The cracking was a function of the 

size of fastener type, fastener diameter, aggregate size, and edge spacing, and fastener spacing.  

The Hilti recommended minimum edge distance for the concrete was 2” while installation 

results showed that a better recommendation is that of Ramset’s, which specifies 3” minimum 

edge spacing for the fasteners.  The washers were provided to reduce stress concentration on 
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the FRP strip as well as provide a clamping pressure which increases the strength of the MF-FRP 

system.     

Test results showed a significant increase in yield moment and ultimate moment for the 

mechanically fastened beams when compared to the Control.  For the 3 ksi concrete, the 

percentage increase in Yield Moment ranged from 19% - 37% while the Ultimate Moment 

ranged from 16 - 30%.  However, the epoxy bonded FRP strips were on average 33% more 

effective than the MF-FRP strips with all other variables being constant.  For 6 ksi concrete, the 

percent increase in Yield Moment ranged from 8 - 18% while the Ultimate Moment was 

between 10 - 20% when compared to the control beam.   

A result regardless of the concrete strength was the increased ductility of the beams 

with MF-FRP strips when compared to the control beam and the beams with bonded epoxy FRP 

strips.  The MF-FRP beams had a lower ductility ratio (ultimate deflection/yield deflection) than 

the control beam and epoxy bonded beams.  This is a result of the inverse relationship of 

stiffness to ductility.  The epoxy bonded beams were stiffer, therefore they were less ductile.  

The final results independent of concrete strength that was relative to my research was the 

failure modes.  The MF-FRP beams failed in a gradual manner once ultimate strength was 

reached, while the epoxy bonded beams failed in a sudden manner with almost no warning.  

Results ultimately showed the MF-FRP system with powder-actuated fasteners could be a 

viable option for strengthening Reinforced Concrete beams in flexure (A.J. Lamanna, L.C. Bank 

and D.W. Scott, 2001).       
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2.3 Full Scale Testing of MF-FRP System in Flexure 

 In 2000, Full scale testing was conducted at UW-Madison under the supervision of the 

U.S Army Corps of Engineers (L.C. Bank, 2004).  The variables involved were FRP types, 

fasteners, and fastener spacing.  15, 1’ x 1’ x 12’ long beams were tested under flexure in 4 

point bending.  A comparison was done between bonded strips and the MF-FRP designs.  

Installation procedures of the fasteners now included pre-drilling holes in the FRP strips and the 

concrete to prevent concrete cracking.  

 Results produced similar strength increases between the MF-FRP system beams and the 

epoxy bonded FRP system beams assuming design of both systems was done correctly.  

Average Yield Moment percent increase and average Ultimate Moment percent increase were 

13.8% and 20.1% for the MF-FRP system.   The failure mode for the MF-FRP system was similar 

to the small scale testing done in 1999.  Concrete Crushing was seen first with a ductile failure 

of the FRP strips upon further loading.   

 

 A similar study was conducted in 2001 at UW-Madison (L.C. Bank, 2004).  10 beams 

identical in dimensions to the 2000 study were tested under flexure in 4 point bending.  The 

purpose of these tests was to investigate the effect of end-termination length, shear spans, 

multiple strip layers, and fatigue loads.  Fatigue testing cycled loading between 20% and 80% of 

the control beam’s yield moment until failure.        

   Results showed that end distance had no bearing on strength increase which was 

approximately 23% for shear spans for one strip.  However the failure mode using two strips 

was end de-lamination at 37% strength increase.  The longer shear spans failed under strip 
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rupture, while the shorter shear spans failed due to concrete crushing.  These results led to the 

idea that short beams could be effectively strengthened with a MF-FRP system, although no 

substantial conclusions could be found by varying shear span lengths because no control beam 

was tested.  Finally, the fatigue testing resulted in a failure of the flexure steel with no effects to 

the FRP material.   

 

 In 2001, full-scale T-beams were tested at the U.S Army Corps of Engineers laboratories 

(L.C. Bank, 2004).  The dimensions were the following: 8” x 60” for the flange, 12” x 22” for the 

web, and 29’ long.  Once again the beams were tested under 4 point bending.  The purpose of 

these tests was to determine how quickly installation could be performed.  Strength increases 

between 10 % and 20% were seen for the beams; however the failure mode was end de-

lamination which was shown to be much less ductile than the bearing de-lamination failure 

mode.   

 

Further testing was conducted in 2002 by UW-Madison to try and prevent this end de-

lamination failure mode (L.C. Bank, 2004).  Concrete expansion anchors were used at the ends 

of the beams as potential solution.  Results showed strip end de-lamination for all the beams 

except for the beam with anchor bolts.  Therefore, the anchor bolts were deemed as a 

successful solution for strip end-lamination failure.   

 

Another study was conducted in 2002 at UW-Madison on 4, 24’ rectangular RC beams in 

4 point bending (L.C. Bank, 2004).  A new FRP material called SafStrip was tested.  SafStrip was a 
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second generation hybrid FRP strip which was designed for a high longitudinal tensile strength, 

high longitudinal stiffness, and to provide a ductile failure mode.  Cross section properties of 

SafStrip were still 4” x 0.125”.   Kwik Bolt (KB) II Expansion anchors were used which was either 

stainless steel or carbon steel.  Once again, the FRP strips and concrete were pre-drilled and the 

same Hilti Powder Actuated Fastener system was used.  Finally, the number of strips used was 

either 2 or 3 with the same number of fasteners (80) and expansion anchors (4) for each sheet.  

The results for two strips showed a percent increase in yield moment of approximately 

20% and a percent increase in ultimate moment of 52%.  For the beam with 3 strips, the 

percent yield moment increase and ultimate moment increase were 58% and 70% respectively.  

For all tests, a bearing failure of the FRP sheets was determined as the yield moment.  These 

successful results showed that a MF-FRP system using powder actuated fasteners could yield 

significant moment increase while failing in a ductile manner which could be accurately 

designed for.      

 

2.4 Testing of Epoxy Bonded FRP System in Shear 

In 2000, researchers at Oregon State University, tested four full-sized (12”x30”x20’) 

reinforced concrete beams with a bonded FRP system (Kachlakev, D., McCurry, D.D., 2000).  

These beams were replicated from an existing bridge weak in shear and flexure; however the 

beams were much weaker in shear since they had no shear reinforcement.  Tests included FRP 

strengthening in flexure, shear, and combined flexure and shear.  Concrete strength also tried 

to match the existing beams, so the strength was 3000 psi.  The longitudinal material properties 
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of the two FRP types, glass FRP and carbon FRP, can be seen in the table below.  All testing used 

a full sheet of FRP over the areas of concern with no spacings. 

 

Table 2.4.1- Material Properties of FRP types 

FRP Type Ultimate 

Stress (ksi) 

Ultimate 

Strain 

Modulus of 

Elasticity (ksi) 

Glass 60 0.02 1.43 x105 

Carbon 110 0.012 4.27x105 

        

As seen in table 2.4.1, the Carbon FRP or CFRP is almost twice as strong as the Glass FRP 

or GFRP, but also has an ultimate strain of about half.  This may be why the CFRP was used for 

shear strengthening while the GFRP was used for flexural strengthening.  Strain gauges were 

placed at mid-span and areas of high shear. 

As expected, results showed that the FRP sheets did not prevent cracking and did little 

to strengthen the beam before cracking.  Once the beam did crack, the FRP sheets in flexure 

and shear increased the strength capacity as well increased the flexural stiffness of the beam.  

Failure modes for the control beam and flexurally strengthened beam were diagonal tension 

cracking or shear failure.  The beam strengthened in shear only, failed in bending with yielding 

of flexural steel and concrete crushing after large deflections.  The beam with both shear and 

flexural strengthening, never failed as the load applied exceeded the theoretical capacity which 

caused the loading equipment to max out and control the test.  Information gathered pointed 

to a similar failure mode of the flexurally strengthened beam. 
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 The shear strengthened beam showed increases of load at first significant cracking at 

112% of the control, load at failure of 145%, and maximum observed deflection at 144% 

increase.  The beam with both flexural and shear strengthening which never actually failed had 

a strength increase at first significant cracking of 123% of the control beam.  Load at failure 

would be expected to be much higher than the 145% increase shown in the shear strengthened 

beam since the failure modes were different.  Finally, there was strain lag to support the notion 

that the adhesive used was not a perfect bond.  This may also be due to the assumption that 

plane sections remain plane.  FRP failure was not observed in any of the testing, which is based 

on the existing design of the beams and the limitations in testing equipment (Kachlakev, D., 

McCurry, D.D., 2000).     

     

In 2003, the University of Alberta and Alberta Transportation and Utilities worked 

together to conduct 8 concrete T-beam shear tests under 4 point bending to study the effects 

of concrete strength, stirrup spacing, height of the beam web, and FRP type (Cheng, J.J Roger, 

and Deniaud, Christophe, 2003).  To minimize the required number of test specimens, the non-

tested end was strengthened with external steel stirrups to ensure no failure.  4 T-beams, 

designed to fail in shear, were cast with the following dimensions: 5.5”x9.8” web, 15.7”x5.9” 

flange, and 9.8’ long.  #2 Internal steel stirrups with yield strength of 75 ksi were used at 

spacings of 7.9” for two beams, 15.8” for one beam, and no stirrups for the last beam.  The FRP 

types included a uniaxial carbon fiber FRP, uniaxial glass fiber, and triaxial (0°/60°/-60°).  All FRP 

material came in sheets 2” wide.  Table 2.4.2, below, details the material properties (from 

coupon specimens) and design details for each FRP type used. 
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Table 2.4.2- FRP Material Properties 

FRP Type & Name Modulus of 

Elasticity (ksi) 

Ultimate 

Strength (ksi) 

Uniaxial Carbon 

Replark Type 20 (Mitsubishi) 

6496 61.2 

Uniaxial Glass 

SEH51 (Fyfe LLC) 

1174 15.4 

Triaxial Glass 

(Owens Corning) 

2566 18.0 

 

The uniaxial carbon FRP was applied at 2” FRP spacing at a 45° angle relative to the 

beam’s longitudinal axis.  Meanwhile, both the uniaxial glass FRP and triaxial glass FRP were 

applied at 0” FRP spacing at a 90° angle.  To ensure anchorage to the concrete, the FRP sheets 

were wrapped from the bottom of the flange to the bottom of the web.  Lastly, the tested end 

of the beam was fitted with steel angles on the side faces of the web to provide confinement of 

the concrete, and a steel plate was attached to the end face of the web to prevent de-bonding 

of the flexural steel.     

The FRP sheets were heavily instrumented with up to 20 strain gauges in some cases.  

These strain gauges were placed in various locations either horizontally or vertically oriented to 

the fibers.  Strain gauges were also placed on the internal steel stirrups prior to casting.  Finally, 

LVDT’s were used to determine displacements and strain distribution through the beam’s 

height.   
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The results obtained showed a couple of key features.  The first feature to note is the 

components of shear strength (beam action and arching action).  Through heavy 

instrumentation, beam action and arching action could be separately determined.  The results, 

which agreed with theoretical calculations, showed the following; shear strength starts out as 

entirely beam action while gradually becoming more and more attributable to arching action.  

At failure, the percentage of shear strength corresponding to beam action ranged from 0% to 

34% between the 8 tests.  The average percentage of beam action was found to be around 

20%.   It should be noted that the FRP did delay arching action which is to be expected.   

The second feature was the percent increase in shear strength with different internal 

shear reinforcement.  The uniaxial glass fiber material was used on beams with shear 

reinforcement spacings of 7.9” and 15.8” which produced increases in shear strength of 21% 

and 42%, respectively.  This means that the external FRP was more beneficial with less internal 

shear reinforcement, which makes sense since the FRP sheets are acting as another layer of 

shear reinforcement.    

Next, the recordings showed that at every significant location but one, plane sections 

did not remain plane at maximum loading.  This does not mean that the assumption of plane 

sections remaining plane is a bad one, but it will provide slightly inaccurate calculations.   

Finally, the failure mode of the beams without FRP reinforcement followed calculations.  

Failure was determined through the calculation of the shear components, arching action and 

beam action.  The failure mode consisted of large shear cracks stretching from the nearest 

support to the load.  Beams that were strengthened by FRP failed in two ways.  The fibers 

oriented at a 90° angle failed by unzipping or tearing of the sheet.  This was thought to be 
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caused by gluing the FRP to the top flange and web.  The triaxial fibers did exhibit the same 

failure mode; however the failure was much more ductile than the uniaxial FRP materials.  The 

other failure mode seen was from the FRP sheets oriented at a 45° angle.  These sheets 

experienced sudden failure of the bonding agent.  This caused the sheets to peel off with very 

little warning.  Increasing the anchoring length was thought to increase this bond strength, 

thereby increasing the effectiveness of FRP sheets orientated at a 45° angle. 

In summary, shear strength increases ranged from 15% to 37%.  Failure modes were all 

sudden and either related to bonding the FRP sheet to the web and flange, or bond strength.  

The effectiveness of the FRP also related to the amount of internal shear reinforcement.  Less 

reinforcement in the beam correlated to an increased shear strength benefit from the FRP 

sheets alone (Cheng, J.J Roger, and Deniaud, Christophe, 2003).   

  

2.5 In-field Application of MF-FRP Systems 

 One of the first in-service applications of a FRP retrofit system was in 1999, on a T-beam 

bridge in Rennselaer County, New York (Alampalli, Sreenivas, Hag-Elsafi, Osman, and Kunin, 

Jonathon, 2004).  The objectives of this testing was to investigate the effectiveness of the 

chosen FRP retrofit system, laminate bonding of the FRP to the concrete, and transverse load 

distribution effects.  This one span bridge was built in 1932 with dimensions of; 42 ft. long, 120 

ft. wide.  The T-beams were spaced at 4.5 ft. on center with reinforcement in the form of 8 

square steel bars (1.25” x 1.25”) for flexure and #3 bars at an unknown spacing.  The bridge 

typically experiences heavy traffic with an ADT of 30,000 on 5 lanes of traffic.  Concerns over 

concrete spalling and corrosion of the reinforcement led to the desire to use a FRP retrofit 
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system.  The FRP retrofit system consisted of Replark 30® unidirectional carbon fibers and 3 

types of Epotherm materials (primer, putty, and resin) with a width of 13”.  The manufacturer’s 

properties consisted of an ultimate strength of 493 ksi and an ultimate strain of 1.5%.  The CFRP 

consisted of U-wraps that reached to the top of the webs, for shear strengthening near the 

supports spaced at 19”.  For flexural strengthening, CFRP sheets were placed along the full 

length of the span.  Two sheets were stacked on the bottom side of the flanges, as well as two 

sheets stacked on the bottom of the webs. 

 Instrumentation consisted of placing strain gauges directly on flexural steel 

reinforcement at mid-span for several interior T-beams and placing strain gauges at 3 ft. and 10 

ft. away from one abutment on one specific interior T-beam.  Concrete strain gauges were 

placed on the middle of the web and bottom side of the flange at mid-span and placed at the 

top of the web at 3 ft. away from one abutment on the same interior beam as used for the steel 

strain gauges near the abutment.  Finally, strain gauges were placed on the FRP laminates on 

the bottom of the flanges and bottom of the webs at mid-span, as well as on the middle of the 

web and bottom side of the flange at 14.5 ft. away from the same abutment on the same 

interior T-beam as mentioned for the other types of strain gauges.   

 Testing was conducted after installation of the FRP retrofit system in 1999 and two 

years later in 2001.  The testing consisted of placing some combination of trucks (between 1 

and 4) weighing 44 kips each in one of four quadrants on the bridge near the center of the 

bridge.  Location of the trucks was selected to produce the worst possible loading for maximum 

moment.   
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 The results given do not provide strength increases since the bridge was not loaded to 

failure, however the test data does give insight into the effectiveness of the FRP retrofit system.  

Maximum strains measured in the FRP laminates at mid-span were approximately 50 με in the 

1999 test and 40 με in the 2001 test.  This comparison proves two things.  First, the bond 

between the FRP and concrete was successful to some degree.  Secondly, the bond possibly 

reduced its effectiveness over the two years of freeze-thaw cycles in the New York climate by as 

much as 10 με or 20%.  Sources of error for this reduction in strain include slightly different 

locations for the trucks, and error in instrumentation since the strains in the steel were also 

lower in the 2001 test when compared to the 1999 test.  Furthermore, thermo-graphic imaging 

showed no significant deterioration in the bond.  Even though the shear strengthening, in the 

form of U-wraps was included, the loading scheme did not test the bridge in shear.  Also, no 

strain readings for the U-wraps were given in this report to detail the effectiveness of the shear 

strengthening alone (Alampalli, Sreenivas, Hag-Elsafi, Osman, and Kunin, Jonathon, 2004). 

 

 In 2003, The University of Wisconsin-Madison and The University of Missouri-Rolla 

worked together to perform a test to failure on a one span reinforced concrete slab bridge 

located in Edgerton, WI (D.T. Borowicz, L.C. Bank, A. Nanni, D. Arora, U. Desa, A. Rizzo, 2004).  

The bridge, P-53-702, was built sometime in the 1920’s.  No plans were available for the bridge, 

but measurements taken allowed researchers to choose a standard bridge plan that matched 

these measurements.  The bridge was 21 ft. long, with a 20” thick concrete slab.  The bridge 

was cut into two longitudinal strips (37” and 39” wide) to produce representative strips of the 

concrete slab.  Strips were chosen near the center of the bridge to reduce any instability issues.  
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The FRP strips, Safstrip, chosen were tested in uniaxial tension which yielded average failure 

stress of 121 ksi and an average modulus of elasticity of 8511 ksi.  These strips had a 4”x0.125” 

cross-section and were spaced at 12” on center for the 3 strip test, and 6” on center for the 5 

strip test.  The FRP strips were attached to the concrete slab with powder-actuated ALH 

fasteners spaced every 3” longitudinally.  As prescribed in previous testing by UW-Madison and 

Borowicz, holes were predrilled through the FRP strips and concrete.  3 strips were placed on 

the 37” wide slab strip while 5 strips were placed on the 39” wide slab strip.       

The loading setup consisted of two 100 kip hydraulic jacks to provide a four point 

bending test to failure.  The four point bending consisted of a constant maximum moment span 

of 30”.  The loading test consisted of load cycles that gradually got larger until failure was 

reached or a displacement of 8” at mid-span.  Finally, strain gauges were then placed along the 

middle FRP strip for each test. 

The 37” wide strip with 3 strips test failed initially due to concrete crushing in the 

compression zone.  Load continued until a large shear cracked formed and considerable 

concrete spalling.  The concrete spalling caused one of the FRP strips to detach from the 

underside of the beam.  At failure, visual inspection showed a rotation of the fasteners which 

were gradually being pulled out of the concrete.  Moment capacity measured at a deflection of 

L/128 or 2” was 19% stronger than the control specimen tested in a laboratory setting, while 

moment capacity at failure increased by only 7%.     

The 39” wide strip with 5 strips behaved similarly to the other test strip initially by 

failing by concrete crushing.  Further loading showed that the adjacent 37” strip was actually 

deflecting with the tested strip due to incomplete separation of the two strips.  At this point, 
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the FRP strips were experiencing visual strains and some of the fasteners rotated enough to fall 

out of the concrete, so the strip was deemed as failing.  Moment capacity at a deflection of 

L/128 or 2” was 40.6% stronger than the laboratory control specimen, while moment capacity 

at failure increased by 25.5%.  These moment capacity values may be skewed when compared 

to the previous concrete strip since the two were connected for this test. 

The overall strength increases shown in this in-field testing application demonstrates 

two important facts.  First, assuming appropriate design and installation, increasing the number 

of FRP strips will increase the moment capacity, as expected.  Second, moment capacity 

increases shown in small scale testing and large scale testing matched these results (D.T. 

Borowicz, L.C. Bank, A. Nanni, D. Arora, U. Desa, A. Rizzo, 2004).      

      

In 2004, Rizzo at the University of Missouri-Rolla chose three in-service bridges to test a 

MF-FRP retrofit system based on the present condition of each bridge (Rizzo, A., 2005).  All 

three bridges were experiencing concrete spalling, and exposed and corroded steel 

reinforcement.  From visual inspection, each bridge had insufficient transverse and longitudinal 

flexural reinforcement due to transverse cracks in the deck and longitudinal cracks in both the 

decks and girders, respectively.  Bridge #1 was a 22 ft. long single span reinforced concrete 

girder bridge with a width of 22 ft. and a deck thickness of 6 in.  The load posting for this bridge 

is 9 tons.  Bridge #2 is a 2 span continuous reinforced concrete girder bridge.  Each span is 

approximately 13 ft. long and 22 feet wide with a deck thickness of 7.5 in.  This bridge has no 

load posting.  Bridge #3 is a 3 span reinforced concrete girder bridge consisting of a 2 span 
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continuous and 1 span simply supported sections.  The total length of all three spans is 32 ft. 

with a width of 20.7 ft. and a deck thickness of 9 in.  The load posting of bridge #3 is 10.9 tons. 

The FRP laminates, SAFstrip, have a combination of glass and carbon fibers that are laid 

in a vinyl ester resin.  The same FRP laminate was used in the previous testing application 

described above.  The relatively high concrete strength on each bridge required the use of 

concrete wedge anchors with length of 2.25 in.  Since the strength of the wedge anchors is so 

much higher than the powder-actuated fasteners, fewer fasteners were required.  Similarly, to 

the installation process of the PA fasteners, holes were pre-drilled in the concrete and FRP 

sheets.  Epoxy was then used to fill in any gaps during the installation process.  This increases 

the bond between the FRP and concrete, and reduces the possibility of water seeping into the 

region and producing future problems.  It should be noted that no plans were available for any 

of the three bridges, so non-destructive testing was used to determine the location of 

reinforcement.  This particular aspect of the installation process simulated a realistic scenario 

that could occur on a potential rehabilitation project. 

Bridge #1 used 3 FRP sheets on the bottom of the girders and 2 FRP sheets were placed 

along the side of the girders.  The deck was strengthened transversely by 1 FRP sheet spaced 

every 18 in.  Bridge #2 strengthened only the deck in the transverse direction with FRP sheets 

spaced at 8 in. on center.  Bridge #3 also strengthened the deck only in the transverse direction 

with FRP sheets every 24 in. on center.        

Loading of the bridges consisted of driving a suitable truck over the bridge, stopping at 

mid-span, and continuing to drive the truck off the bridge.  The truck was chosen in accordance 

with the shear capacity of each bridge since flexure failure was desired.  Since failure would be 
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too dangerous, the trucks provided a typical loading case and through use of a FE model, the 

failure strength could be predicted.  Finally, to validate the FE model, strain gauges were placed 

on the FRP sheets. 

Test results showed maximum FRP strains between 120 and 170 με which matched the 

FE model and did not cause any failure in the FRP sheets.  Using the FE model to determine the 

new moment capacity, the strength of the girders would be likely increased by 158% for bridge 

#1.  The un-strengthened and strengthened deck moment capacities are provided in table 2.5.1 

below.   

 

Table 2.5.1- Predicted Deck Moment Capacity Increases 

Bridge # Moment Capacity 

Increase (kip*ft) 

% Moment Capacity 

Increase 

1 10.3 411 

2 70.8 514 

3 52.1 43 

  

This testing and FE model provided enough evidence for the Missouri Department of 

Transportation (MODOT) to remove the load posting of bridge #1 and bridge #3.  The 

installation process also shows that use of concrete wedge anchors exclusively is a very 

effective fastener choice.  Also, the testing done on these three bridges show a MF-FRP retrofit 

system is a viable alternative to strengthening girders in longitudinal moment capacity and deck 

transverse moment capacity.  Finally, FE models can be accurately used to validate a MF-FRP 
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retrofit system design in the linear range.  However, no validation was provided for predicting 

failure capacity or non-linear behavior.   

 

2.6 Comparison between Adhesively Bonded FRP System and MF-FRP Retrofit Systems 

 The first difference between these two retrofit systems is related to the installation 

procedure.  The adhesively bonded FRP system requires a smooth, structurally intact surface to 

ensure a proper bond between the concrete and FRP laminate.  This requirement can lead to a 

time consuming and laborious task.  First, the local concrete surface needs to be grinded down 

to structurally sound and even surface.  Next, the surface needs to be primed and sanded to a 

smooth surface.  After the surface is prepared, the adhesive needs to be placed on the surface 

and the FRP strip laid on the concrete surface in a quick, smooth process.  Finally, the adhesive 

typically requires a curing time of at least 24 hours, so the bridge cannot open until after this 

curing time.   

Contrast this to the Mechanically-Fastened FRP system which requires very little time 

and experience.  First, the concrete surface needs to be structurally sound, so the fasteners 

don’t simply break away the concrete when installed.  Next, holes are drilled in the concrete 

surface with a hammer drill.  The pre-drilled holes in the FRP laminates can occur off-site and 

prior to installation time, so this will not require any extra on-site time.  Once the holes are 

drilled, the fasteners can be installed and the process is complete.  The bridge can be re-opened 

once the final fasteners are installed because the MF-FRP system increases the strength of the 

bridge immediately.   
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The fact that the bridge can be opened immediately can possibly save a great deal of 

money in indirect costs depending on the amount of traffic that uses the bridge.  For instance, if 

a bridge is closed on an interstate, all traffic including commercial trucks will have to be re-

routed which causes an increased amount of travel time.  This re-routing will then inevitably 

lead to delays in addition to the increased travel time caused by the new route alone.  The total 

increased time in driving will cause an increase in the amount of fuel used, an increase in wage 

costs for businesses, and other problems including speeding, vehicle crashes, etc. 

The second difference between the two systems is the design and behavior.  The 

adhesively bonded FRP system is usually limited by the bond strength of the adhesive and when 

failure does occur it happens in a quick, brittle fashion by either de-lamination of the laminate 

or tearing of the fibers.  The MF-FRP system can be designed for a number of different failure 

modes.  Designing for a FRP bearing failure mode causes a pseudo-ductile failure mode which is 

less brittle than a typical reinforced concrete beam shear failure.  Also, the selection of 

fasteners is large and can be designed so failure of the fasteners will not happen.   

Some unknown comparisons between the MF-FRP system and the adhesively bonded 

FRP system include strength, cost, and long term effectiveness.  Previous research has shown 

that both systems can have a high variability of strength increases, but strength increases is 

usually pretty similar between the two systems.  A realistic comparison between strengths is 

impossible at this point because previous research did not focus the design on maximizing the 

strength increase of each system.  Cost is also a factor that is relatively unknown.  Both systems 

are relatively unknown and installation costs would be much higher initially when the 

contractor and workers are unfamiliar with the retrofit system.  However, MF-FRP systems have 
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the possibility to be less costly during installation because of the relative ease of installation 

over adhesively-bonded FRP systems.  Also, costs of materials are unknown since there is no 

current market for these materials.  Finally, the long term effectiveness has not been analyzed 

in any research thus far.  Both systems are seen as short term solutions (< 10 years), so the 

desire to monitor these systems for longer than a couple years has not been high.  Also, the 

retrofit systems from previous research have not been in place for longer than 10 years or so.  

The main reason the MF-FRP system is only seen as a short term solution is because drilling 

holes in the concrete allows water and moisture to penetrate much deeper into the 

superstructure which could cause numerous long term problems including concrete spalling 

and corrosion of internal steel reinforcement.  The main reason the adhesively bonded FRP 

system is seen as a short term solution is related to bond degradation.  No research has 

investigated this possibility.   

It should be noted that this comparison was partly based on general conclusions from 

research using the retrofit systems in flexural application.  Research has been conducted using 

an adhesively bonded FRP system in shear application on reinforced concrete T-beams (Cheng, 

J.J Roger, and Deniaud, Christophe, 2003) and rectangular beams (Kachlakev, D., McCurry, D.D., 

(2000).  Currently, no research has investigated a MF-FRP retrofit system in shear.  Therefore, 

this research should allow a better comparison between the two retrofit systems in shear 

application.    
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2.7 Design Recommendations 

 As described by Bank, the general design process treats the FRP retrofit system as a 

secondary layer of steel (L.C. Bank and D. Arora, 2007).  Typically, a required strength in shear 

or flexure will dictate the design of the MF-FRP system.  The required strength capacity of the 

retrofit system by itself will be dictated by the FRP material properties and the fastening 

system.  Furthermore, the failure mode should be designed to produce a ductile failure mode 

(e.g. bearing failure of the FRP laminate).  According to the desired failure mode and loading 

scenario of the MF-FRP system, the designer should choose a FRP laminate with appropriate 

material properties.  For example, if a bearing failure mode likely controls, the FRP material 

should have high bearing strength in at least the longitudinal direction with less attention being 

paid to the longitudinal strength from the carbon/glass fibers.  Next, the fastening system can 

be designed which includes fastener type, number of fasteners, and fastener spacings.  Among 

other requirements, the fasteners themselves should be designed to provide enough 

embedment to transfer the required shear forces from the beam to the FRP.  Finally, the 

designer should check to see if the original failure mode of the beam itself has changed with 

the additional strength in shear and/or flexure that the FRP retrofit system provides.          

Researchers at University of Missouri-Rolla also do a good job of detailing more specific 

variables in design (A. Rizzo, N. Galati, A. Nanni, and L.C. Bank, 2005).  The first 

recommendation, related to fastener type, recommends the designer follow ACI 355.1 R-91 for 

detailed information.  Secondly, the sizing of the fastener is reliant on providing adequate 

transfer of forces to the FRP and preventing any plastification failure.  The size of the fastener 

should be limited however, to minimize damage to the concrete member.  Another 
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recommendation detailed is related to the avoidance of steel reinforcement during installation 

of the fasteners.  Plans may or may not be available, so location of steel reinforcement will not 

always be known unless extensive non-destructive testing is used to locate all internal steel 

reinforcement.  Therefore, embedment of fasteners should be limited to the thickness of the 

concrete cover.  Other design recommendations related to fasteners include the use of torque 

tightened fasteners to increase friction force between fastener and concrete and to provide 

washers whenever possible to help distribute stresses to a larger area.  The final design 

recommendation provided by Rizzo is the use of gap filler.  Gap filler is injected into the 

concrete member prior to installation of the fastener to provide the following benefits: increase 

the efficiency of force transfer to the FRP strips by minimizing rigid motion of the fastener, 

minimize secondary bending effects which could cause concrete spalling, reduce stress 

concentrations on the fastener-concrete interface, and improve stress distribution between the 

fasteners assuming the filler is deformable.         

 Other design recommendations found through previous research (L.C. Bank, 2004) and 

(A.J. Lamanna, L.C. Bank and D.W. Scott, 2001),  at UW-Madison are mostly related to powder-

actuated fastening systems, but could still provide a guideline to following during design with 

any fastener type.  The first recommendation is to use hardened, galvanized steel for fasteners 

with neoprene backed washers.  Also, the designer should specify the requirement of pre-

drilling in the FRP laminates and concrete (L.C. Bank, 2004). Next, a minimum edge distance 

that prevented cracking in the concrete using powder-actuated fasteners was 3,” however this 

concrete cracking showed no detectable strength decrease during testing.  Another 

recommendation for fastener detailing is to have approximately 2” of FRP width for every row 
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of fasteners parallel to the loaded direction (e.g. a 4” wide FRP strip should be used for 2 rows 

of bolts) (A.J. Lamanna, L.C. Bank and D.W. Scott, 2001).  Finally, using a row of fasteners with 3 

or more, reduces the effectiveness of each fastener, similarly to fasteners in a steel connection.  

Therefore, limiting the number of fasteners per row could increase the efficiency of the MF-FRP 

system.            
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Ch. 3- Materials 

3.1 Concrete 

The concrete chosen was based around the idea of producing reinforced concrete 

beams with similar material properties to typical bridge girders.  The installation procedure and 

testing data could then be applicable to the majority of bridges in use today.  The concrete was 

ordered from a commercial Ready Mix Company with a requested 28 day compressive strength 

of 4000 psi.  Other specifics for a typical bridge, concrete design mix that were ordered 

included fly ash and air entrainment.  The final detail specified was a maximum aggregate size 

of 3/8 in. or pea gravel.  The pea gravel was used because the beam’s tested were at least half 

the length of a typical bridge girder, and the tight spaces within the reinforcement cage may 

have restricted proper concrete flow to properly integrate with the steel reinforcement cage.  

Provided in the table 3.1.1, below, is the quantities ordered per cubic yard.  Two cubic yards of 

concrete were ordered in total from Lycon Inc.  The total weight per cubic yard is approximately 

3945 lb, which means the density of the concrete ordered was 146 lb/ft3.  
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      Table 3.1.1- Concrete Quantities 

Constituent Quantity 

La Farge Cement 550.00 lb 

Fly Ash (Class F) 100.00 lb 

Coarse Aggregate (3/8”) 1640.00 lb 

Fine Aggregate  1371.00 lb 

Water 34.00 gal/ 283.6 lb 

Air entraining agent 5.00 oz 

 

Lycon delivered the mix for placement at 9 am on 9/17/10.  When the mix was 

delivered, the consistency was more viscous than anticipated which resulted in a somewhat 

“soupy” mix.  This resulted in a slump of 8 in.  16, 4 in. x 8 in. concrete cylinders were also made 

for compressive strength testing in the future.  The cylinders were capped and stored in room 

temperature.  Three of these cylinders were testing for 7 day compressive strength.  Cylinders 

were capped on the testing day and tested using a SATEC machine.  Figure 3.1.1 shows the 

results for the three tests.   
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Figure 3.1.1 - 7 Day Compression Tests 

 

The maximum compressive strength for the three cylinders was 4490 psi, 4550 psi, and 

4350 psi, respectively.  This produced an average 7 day compressive strength of 4463 psi.  

Standard deviation of the three points was found to be 103 psi, which produced a 95% 

confidence interval of 4258 psi.  Similar curves were produced for the three cylinders tested for 

28 day strength.  The maximum compressive strength for the cylinders was 6040, 6320, and 

6400 psi, respectively.  The average compressive strength was 6253 psi which was much higher 

than the 4000 psi ordered.  The standard deviation of these three tests was 189 psi with a 95% 

confidence interval of 5875 psi.  The average 28 day compressive strength was used for design 

computations since only three data points were available for the standard deviation calculation.  

The large discrepancy between the compressive strength ordered and tested will result in less 

applicable testing data to actual rehabilitation projects, but the higher concrete strength will 

provide an even greater test during the installation procedure since higher concrete strengths 
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increase the difficulty of installation.  However, a higher concrete strength should result in a 

lower percentage increase in shear strength from the FRP sheets.   

            

3.2 Steel 

Much like the concrete, the steel was chosen to mimic that of an existing reinforced 

concrete bridge’s steel properties.  The other factor in choosing the steel was due to 

economical constraints.  This resulted in the selection of #2 un-deformed steel for the stirrups 

and top longitudinal steel that were available from previous projects at UW-Madison.  Steel 

strength was determined through tension tests of 3 sample pieces.  Figure 3.2.1 shows the 

results of these tests.  The maximum stress recorded for all 3 tests was 67 ksi which means the 

#2 un-deformed steel is likely Grade 60.   

 

Figure 3.2.1 – Tension Tests for Steel Used for Stirrups 
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The #5 deformed longitudinal steel was purchased from Home Depot with an unknown 

strength.  The rest of the longitudinal steel was #6 deformed, Grade 60 steel which was 

purchased from Gerdau Ameristeel.  Both #5 and #6 bars were only used for bottom 

longitudinal steel.  The steel cage design dimensions were based on ACI design guidelines.   

 

3.3 Fiber Reinforced Polymer 

 Fiber Reinforced Polymers or FRP is typically produced through a pultrusion process 

where high strength fibers are pulled through a liquid resin inside of a die that helps form the 

intended shape.  The material is then cured through heating to form a composite plastic.  

Similarly, to other composite materials, advantageous characteristics from each material are 

then utilized to form a superior material in certain applications.  These beneficial characteristics 

include: lightweight, high strength, high strength/weight ratio, highly resistant to corrosion, non 

conductive, and flexible.   

Due to economic limitations, the FRP materials to choose from was restricted to 

available FRP left over from previous research projects.  The choice of the FRP material was 

based on the following FRP material characteristics: sufficient material property testing, high 

bearing strength, high longitudinal and transverse modulus of elasticity, and possible ductile 

failure mode.  Some of these characteristics are contradictory such as high bearing strength and 

high longitudinal modulus of elasticity.  As discussed by Arora, the bearing strength comes from 

the mats, however the mats themselves are very weak in tension (Arora, 2003).  Therefore, the 

idea of increasing the percentage of mat area per cross section of FRP material will increase 
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bearing strength, but also decrease tensile strength since other layers, namely the fibers, would 

be decreased by the same percentage.   

The material that best exhibited the desired characteristics was a second generation 

“hybrid” FRP used by Arora (Arora, 2003).  Testing for Arora was conducted by Gulbrandsen, 

which included testing of 7 different FRP compositions for tensile strength and bearing strength 

to be used for a MF-FRP retrofit system in flexure on a reinforced concrete beam.  The FRP 

material Arora used was the one that exhibited the best combination of high bearing strength 

and high tensile strength.  The material consists of the following layers impregnated in a vinyl 

ester resin: 1 layer of 1.5 oz. Strand Mat, 1 layer consisting of 8-113 Yield E Glass Rovings, 4 

layers each consisting of 10- 48 kip Grafil Standard Modulus Carbon Tows, 1 layer consisting of 

8-113 Yield E Glass Rovings, and 1 layer of 1.5 oz. Strand Mat.  The overall dimensions were 4 in. 

wide x 0.125” thick, and were stored in large, 100 yd. long rolls.   

                      

Figure 3.3.1- FRP Material Chosen 
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In the FRP material composition given, as shown in figure 3.3.1, the mat layers provide 

the bearing strength, while the glass rovings and carbon tows provide the high tensile stiffness 

and strength.  The longitudinal material properties for each constituent are given in the table 

3.3.1, below. 

 

Table 3.3.1- Longitudinal Material Properties of FRP Material Constituents (Arora, 2003) 

Constituent Tensile Elastic Modulus 

(ksi) 

Tensile Ultimate Strength 

(ksi) 

113 Yield E Glass Roving 10,500 500 

48kip Grafil Standard 

Modulus  Carbon Tow 

34,000 600 

1.5 oz. Strand Mat 1,000 50 

Vinyl ester Resin 490 11.8 

 

 The longitudinal tensile testing of these second generation FRP strips included tests with 

and without a hole (Gulbrandsen, 2002).  The hole was drilled in the center of the strip with a 

diameter of 0.188 in. to simulate the realistic tensile strength since holes would be drilled into 

the sheets for the retrofit system.  Table 3.3.2 shows the results for these two types of tensile 

strength tests.  The tests with holes followed ASTM D-5766 while the tests without holes 

followed ASTM D-638. 
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Table 3.3.2- Tensile Strength Test Results (Gulbrandsen, 2002) 

Test Type No. of Tests Avg. Failure 

Stress (ksi) 

Avg. Failure 

Strain  

Modulus of  

Elasticity (ksi) 

w/ Hole 5 92.8 0.0118 8,892 

w/o Hole 5 122.4 0.0138 8,892 

   

 These results shown in table 3.3.2 were compared to the manufacturer’s data on 

longitudinal material properties with FRP sheets without holes, which also followed ASTM D-

638, and yielded a -9.27% difference for the average failure stress and a +1.95% difference in 

the average Modulus of Elasticity where a negative percentage represents a tested value higher 

than the manufacturer’s data and a positive percentage represents a tested value lower than 

the manufacturer’s data.  Since the data used by the manufacturer was found using 49 test 

specimens versus the 5 test specimens used in Gulbrandsen’s testing, and the results in 

Gulbrandsen’s tests were conservative for the average tensile strength and very similar to the 

modulus of elasticity, the manufacturer’s data was used for only longitudinal material 

properties without holes.  The manufacturer did not provide any material properties for the 

FRP sheets with holes drilled into the sheets, so Gulbrandsen’s results were used for these 

material properties (Gulbrandsen, 2002).  The longitudinal material properties used for design 

and analysis purposes from here on out were found by taking these average tensile strength 

results, modifying the tensile strength to correspond to the correct hole diameter used, and 

arbitrarily subtracting three standard deviations to yield conservative values with a 95.5% 

confidence interval.  All test results in table 3.3.3 were taken from Arora.   
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Table 3.3.3- Longitudinal Material Properties for FRP (Arora, 2003) 

Test Type Ultimate Tensile 

Strength (ksi) 

Ultimate 

Tensile Strain 

Modulus of 

Elasticity (ksi) 

w/ Hole* 71.6 0.0091 9,069 

w/o Hole** 84.7 0.0093 9,069 

*Gulbrandsen’s results (avg. section away from the hole) 

** Manufacturer’s results 

   

 The bearing strength tests were conducted by Gulbrandsen where 10 FRP specimens 

with dimensions 7 in. x 1 in. x 0.125 in. were tested in tension with a 0.188 in. diameter hole 

(Gulbrandsen, 2002).  The hole was drilled on center in the FRP specimen, 2 in. from the top 

and bottom to produce a symmetrical loading scenario as seen in figure 3.3.2.  Overdesigned 

steel bolts were then fastened to a sheet of steel front and back thereby creating a sandwich of 

the FRP strip.   

 

Figure 3.3.2- Bearing Failure Test Setup (Gulbrandsen, 2002) 
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Data was then collected as the specimen gradually yielded in a bearing failure mode.  

Failure was defined in accordance with ASTM D-5961(1996), where bearing strength is defined 

as the value of bearing stress occurring at a significant event on the bearing stress/strain curve.  

This event occurred where the load vs. displacement curve changed from linear (representing 

the elastic portion of the curve) to horizontal (representing the plastic portion of the curve).  

The average bearing failure results with displacements between 0.05 in. and 0.20 in. was found 

to be 798 lbs with a standard deviation of 34 lbs.  Using basic mechanics of materials where 

bearing strength is the bearing failure load divided by the cross sectional area of the hole in the 

FRP specimen, results in a bearing strength of 34 ksi. 

 Another application used by Arora is to provide a clamping pressure through the use of 

a neo-preened backed washer and a torque-wrench.  The idea of increasing bearing strength 

through use of a clamping pressure has been thoroughly documented (Stockdale and Mathews 

1976, and Abd-El-Naby and Hollaway 1993a).  A similar test was run for bearing strength with 

clamped pressure as detailed above with an unclamped test specimen.  The failure mode of a 

ductile failure mode with pseudo-plastic behavior did not change with the clamping pressure, 

but the average bearing failure did increase as expected.  The average bearing failure load 

increased from 798 lbs to 1367 lbs with a standard deviation of 152 lbs for the clamped 

pressure test specimens.  Therefore the design bearing failure can be calculated to be 911 lbs.  

This means that the design bearing failure load increased by 215 lbs or a 30.9% strength 

increase.  Therefore, the clamped bearing strength increases to 44.5 ksi (Arora, 2003).    

 For my own calculations, the shear contribution related to each FRP sheet was 

calculated with (β=1) and without the benefits of the clamping pressure (β=1.7) to provide a 
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lower and upper boundary on bearing strength.  Table 3.3.4 shows the rest of the material 

properties used for designing the MF-FRP system. 

 

Table 3.3.4 – FRP Material Properties Used 

E (ksi) εu (long.) fbearing (ksi) ft (ksi) 

8892 11,800 34 71.6 

 

3.4 Fasteners and Gap Filler 

 The fastener type was chosen to ensure a bearing failure in the FRP sheet.  To increase 

the load at failure, the diameter of the fastener was chosen to be much larger than that 

required to prevent a failure mode directly related to the fasteners.  The diameter size was 

then restricted according to other spacing restrictions.  These details will be covered in the 

subsequent chapter.  Other characteristics desired for the fastener type were ease of 

installation and corrosion resistance.   

 According to Rizzo (Strengthening Concrete Structures with Mechanically Fastened 

Pultruded Strips), the two fastener types to use under the given circumstance are wedge bolts 

and wedge anchors.  While installation of wedge bolts is considered somewhat easier than 

wedge anchors, wedge anchors are much more effective when aggregate, within the concrete, 

are hard.  Wedge anchors are also stronger against pull-out due to the combination of the 

sleeve and enlarged tip.   

 The chosen fastener type was the wedge anchor.  Given that the fact that hardness of 

aggregates in existing concrete will almost definitely be an unknown, the wedge bolt was 
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simply not a choice that could be versatile enough for further application.  Furthermore, the 

increase in strength from the wedge anchor was desired to ensure a bearing failure in the FRP 

sheet instead of failure in the fastener itself.  Powder Actuated Fasteners were not considered 

due to the requirement of a large fastener diameter to increase bearing strength of the FRP 

retrofit system.  

 To further increase the strength of the fastener connection, previous research 

conducted by Rizzo, etc, showed significant strength increases with use of a washer, clamping 

pressure, and gap filler (A. Rizzo, N. Galati, A. Nanni, and L.C. Bank, 2005).  First, using a 

clamped washer and nut with a wedge bolt was seen to increase load at failure by 159%.  No 

information was provided for strength increases with the combination of a washer and wedge 

anchor.  These increases can be attributed to a minimization of stress concentrations around 

holes.  Next, the presence of a gap filler, such as epoxy, has been shown to increase ultimate 

bearing capacity by 15% with use of concrete wedge anchors.  Filling gaps caused from pre-

drilling eliminates rigid motion of the fastener, secondary bending effects which can cause 

spalling, reduction of stress concentrations across the concrete-fastener interface, and 

promotes stress distribution in multi-bolted FRP strips by eliminating differential gaps between 

the fastener and concrete(A. Rizzo, N. Galati, A. Nanni, and L.C. Bank, 2005).   

     The exact fastening system used during testing was a concrete wedge anchor made of 

zinc from confast.com (figure 3.4.1).  In practice, stainless steel would be typical due to the 

corrosion resistance properties.  However, funds were not available for the cost increase for the 

stainless steel fasteners.  Dimensions of the wedge anchors were 3.75” long with a 0.5” 

diameter.   
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Figure 3.4.1- Concrete Wedge Anchor 

 

 

The design strength of the anchors which is dependent on the diameter, embedment 

depth, and concrete strength were provided by the manufacturer (Concrete Fastening Systems, 

2011).  Given a fastener diameter of 0.5”, embedment depth of 2.25”, and a concrete strength 

of 6000 psi, the tensile strength of the anchor is 9616 lbs and the shear strength is 9888 lbs.  

The actual embedment depth was 1.75” – 2.00”, and the concrete strength varied since the 

time of installation was different for each test.  However, all of the anchors were installed after 

28 days which means that the average concrete strength was at least 6253 psi.  The most likely 

failure mode for the anchor wedges under the given loading scenario is in shear which will not 

change based on the concrete strength and embedment depth assuming the concrete is rigid 

and does not deform along the fastener-concrete interface.     

The gap filler used was a two part epoxy gap filler, Concresive 1090 (figure 3.4.2), which 

produced early high strength.  An early high strength was critical to minimize the curing time 

required, which allows the bridge or structure being repaired to resume normal use quicker.     
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Figure 3.4.2- Concresive 1090 (Gap Filler) 
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Ch.4 Design of RC Beams and FRP Retrofit System 

4.1 Design Objectives 

 To determine the viability of increasing the shear strength with a mechanically fastened 

FRP retrofit system, the following objectives had to be met. 

a.) To determine if the failure modes differ depending on the configuration and number of 

FRP sheets.  

b.) To determine a likely optimum FRP configuration in terms of strength, failure mode, 

cost, ease of construction, and ductility.   

 

Design objective “b” from above, will be able to be determined by using the test results, 

similar to a pilot study.  In addition to these objectives, the installation procedure had to be 

simple enough for unskilled labor to follow and quick enough to be finished in a relatively short 

period of time (one day to a week depending on the size of the project).   

 

4.2 Test Setup Design 

 To complete the design objectives, 8 tests were decided to be conducted.  Since the 

reinforced concrete beams were to be made from scratch and the ends of the beams would be 

tested to failure in shear, the test setup for each beam test was designed in a way so each 

beam could be used for two tests, one on each end.  A simply supported test setup was used 

with a concentrated load applied 3 ft. away from one end.  This closest end would then be 

tested in shear until failure.  In order to limit the strain experienced by the non-tested end, the 

center of the support at the end was moved in 2 ft.  This two foot region would then be 
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preserved for a future test.  For the second test, the previous end that was cracked would then 

be removed from the equation since the cracked region would be in a location which has 

negligible effect on the outcome of the shear test on the other end of the beam.  See Figure 

4.2.1 for further clarification.          

 

Figure 4.2.1- Sketches of Test Setup 
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4.3 RC Beam Design 

 A total of four beams were designed since each beam could be used for two tests.  Since 

two controls are required to determine the shear strength components the concrete alone and 

the steel alone, three beams were designed with shear reinforcement and one beam was 

designed with no shear reinforcement.  The dimensions of the beams are 8” wide x 12” deep x 

10’ long and the reinforced concrete design follows ACI (Wang, Salmon, Pincheira, 2007).  Given 

the test setup and the size of the beams, the beams were designed to fail in shear.  Therefore, 

flexure steel was maximized while still following ACI guidelines for spacings.  The beam with no 

shear reinforcement will fail at a lower applied load, so the smaller flexural reinforcement of 4, 

#5 bars could be used.  The final design for the beam with no shear reinforcement can be seen 

in Figures 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. 

 

Figure 4.3.2- Beam #1 Longitudinal Drawing 

 

Figure 4.3.3- Beam #1 Cross-Sectional Drawing 
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  As shown in the cross-sectional drawing, 4, #5 bars were used for the flexural steel.  

Minimum spacings were used in regards to spacing between bars and clear cover in order to 

provide the strongest beam in flexure.  Not shown is at the ends of the girders, all #5 bars were 

bent upwards at a 45° angle for the last 8” of the beam.  Therefore, the bent portion of the bars 

had a longitudinal component of 8” and a vertical component of 8”.  A minimum end cover of 

approximately 2” was used for all longitudinal steel.  This bend was put in to provide anchorage 

to the steel, not to provide shear strength to the beam.   

 The 3 other beams were designed to be identical in all regards.  Shear reinforcement 

was provided in the form of #2 undeformed bars bent in a U-shape.  To compensate for the 

higher shear strength, the flexural reinforcement was increased by using 4, #6 Grade 60 bars.  

Figure 4.3.4 and 4.3.5 detail the shear reinforcement spacing and flexural reinforcement can be 

seen below. 

 

Figure 4.3.4- Beam #2 - #4 Longitudinal Drawing 
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Figure 4.3.5- Beam #2 - #4 Cross-Sectional Drawing 

 

 

 4, #6 bars were used with similar spacing to the first beam design.  For these beams, the 

bottom layer of flexural steel was bent at a 90° angle to provide anchorage.  #6’s were used in 

this case because more flexural capacity was required for a beam with shear reinforcement and 

no larger bars could be used if ACI spacing recommendations were to be followed (Wang, 

Salmon, Pincheira, 20007).  The shear reinforcement was not designed according to ACI 

specifications as the spacing at the ends of the beam exceeded “d/2”.  The reason for this 

decision was to maintain a shear failure in the design of all the beams given the maximum 

amount of flexural steel.  Shear reinforcement was spaced closer near the ends (8”) and further 

spacing was used in the middle of the beam (12”) since this portion of the beam would not be 

tested.  Top flexural steel was provided in this design in order to build the steel cage.  The top 

steel is 2, #2 undeformed bars which will not have any significant effects on the behavior of the 

beams for the purposes of the intended testing.  

 

4.4 FRP Retrofit System Design 
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 The assumption used to design the MF-FRP retrofit system was to treat the external FRP 

sheets the same as internal steel shear reinforcement.  This means that the FRP sheets are 

considered to be fully composite with the reinforced concrete beam, and the fasteners will be 

transferring all forces from the reinforced concrete beam to the FRP sheet and vice versa.  If a 

truss analogy is used to depict the flow of internal forces, the FRP sheets along with the internal 

shear reinforcement would act as tension ties while the concrete would act as diagonal, 

compression struts.   

The primary goal of the FRP retrofit system was to maximize the shear strength of the 

system.  A secondary goal was to design the FRP retrofit system with a “desirable” failure mode 

and for this failure mode to control in all tests.  The most desirable failure mode for 

mechanically-fastened FRP sheets is a bearing failure of the FRP sheet itself as the failure is 

“pseudo ductile” and can easily be observed (A. Rizzo, N. Galati, A. Nanni, and L.C. Bank, 2005).  

Luckily, by checking the other failure modes (longitudinal uniaxial tension w/ a hole, 

longitudinal uniaxial tension w/o a hole, and shear of fasteners ), see Appendix, the FRP bearing 

failure mode was found to control in almost any design.  Therefore, the goal was to maximize 

the bearing area between the FRP sheet and the fasteners.  However, given the pre-determined 

width of the FRP sheets (4”) and possible reduction in effectiveness for rows of fasteners of 3 or 

more, the most logical way to maximize bearing area while still provided a bearing failure of the 

FRP sheet was to use fasteners with a large diameter.  This meant that Power Actuated 

Fasteners were ruled out since the fasteners were so small in diameter.  Therefore, the choice 

of fasteners was between wedge bolts and wedge anchors.  Wedge anchors provided a 

stronger connection, although the installation process was slightly more involved.  In the end, 
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wedge anchors were selected to ensure a strong connection and to further increase the 

likelihood of a bearing failure of the FRP sheets.  Similar to the calculation for shear strength 

from internal steel shear reinforcement, Equation 4.4.1 shows the equation used to determine 

the FRP shear. 

 

Equation 4.4.1- FRP Shear Strength Equation 

VFRP=εavg*A*EFRP*de*(sin(θ)+cos(θ))/sFRP 

where: εavg=avg. longitudinal strain at bearing failure 

A=cross-sectional FRP area without a hole 

EFRP=FRP modulus of elasticity  

de=effective depth of FRP sheet 

sFRP=center to center FRP spacing 

θ=FRP orientation relative to the beam’s longitudinal axis  

 

Equation 4.4.2- Average Longitudinal Strain at Bearing Failure 

εavg=Pavg/(A*EFRP) 

where: Pavg=average load at bearing failure 

A=cross-sectional area=width*thickness 

EFRP= FRP modulus of elasticity 

 

First, the average load at bearing failure needs to be calculated to calculate the average 

longitudinal strain at bearing failure.  This can be done by taking the bearing stress calculated 
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by Arora (34 ksi) and multiplying by the cross-sectional bearing area between each fastener and 

FRP (A=0.5”x0.125”=0.0625in.2).  If two fasteners are used, the average load at bearing failure 

will just be multiplied by two.  If clamping pressure is applied, the value obtained can be simply 

multiplied by 1.7, as determined by Professor Bank.    The average longitudinal strain at bearing 

failure (Equation 4.4.2) can be calculated by using this average load at bearing failure (2125 lbs 

for unclamped pressure), and dividing by the cross-section area (A=4”x0.125”=0.5 in.2) and the 

FRP’s modulus of elasticity (E=8892 ksi). 

To calculate the shear contribution, the only component not determined is the effective 

depth of the FRP sheets.  The effective depth can be defined as the distance between the upper 

row of fasteners and bottom row of fasteners.  By using equation 4.4.1, the shear contribution 

can be determined for the FRP sheets used over the effected region of the beam. 

To reduce torsion a symmetrical design of 4 anchors were used for each FRP sheet.  No 

more anchors could be added due to restrictions on minimum edge spacing, minimum end 

spacing, and clear spacing between fasteners as discussed by Lamanna, Bank, and Scott (A.J. 

Lamanna, L.C. Bank and D.W. Scott, 2001).  Drawings of the fastener locations on each FRP 

sheet are provided in figure 4.4.1.     
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Figure 4.4.1- FRP Connection Drawings 

 

 

 Using the calculations discussed above, the FRP shear strength configuration could then 

be calculated.  After all failure modes were checked to ensure a bearing failure, detailing the 

exact location and spacing of the fasteners was required.  Through recommendations from 

Bank, holes were to be pre-drilled in the concrete through use of a hammer drill (L.C. Bank, 

2004).  The depth of each hole was determined through manufacturer recommendations and 

limitations due to the dimensions of the beam itself.  Manufacturer recommendations were 

based off of the diameter of the fastener (www.confast.com), and were thought to be based on 

the need for pullout strength of the fastener.  Since the fasteners would not be experiencing 

much pullout forces if any at all, the embedment depth was taken to be smaller than the 
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manufacturer recommendations.  Another reason the embedment depth was reduced was the 

dimensions of the beam itself.  Logically, a hole of 4” or greater would not be practical since 

holes from each side of the beam could line up and a through hole in the concrete would 

results.  Therefore, the embedment depth was kept between 1.75” – 2”.  One complication 

during pre-drilling of the holes could result in this embedment depth for beams #2 - #4, and 

that problem is running into the shear reinforcement.  The clear cover on both sides of beams 

#2 - #4 is only 1.5”, so a hole drilled passed 1.5” could potentially run into the shear 

reinforcement.  In previous research, this problem is identified and addressed by simply limiting 

the embedment depth of the fasteners to less than the concrete cover.  However, this solution 

does not work in the case of a bridge without plans which could very well be the case for 

bridges in need of shear strengthening.  Most of these bridges in need of shear strengthening 

are some of the older bridges still in use today, since shear design was not as well understood 

as it is today.  This research will address this complication with a different solution due to the 

case made above.  If a pre-drilled hole is hindered by shear reinforcement, the entire FRP sheet 

and all four of the required pre-drilled holes will be moved over slightly (in the direction of the 

support), so the shear reinforcement will be avoided for that FRP sheet.  The leftover hole 

created should then be filled in through use of concrete or epoxy, so corrosion will not occur on 

that shear reinforcement bar in the future. 

  To increase the effectiveness of the connection, washers and a torque-tightened nut 

was provided for each anchor as recommended (Bank, 2004).  The nut was torqued down with 

the aid of a torque wrench until snug.  In addition to the washer and nut, gap filler was used in 

each hole.  As described in Chapter 2, gap filler provides many benefits to the fastener 
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connection including, elimination of rigid motion, elimination of secondary bending effects, 

reduction of stress concentrations on the concrete-fastener interface, and improves stress 

distribution between all fasteners.  A 2 part epoxy, Concresive 1090, was used for this gap filler 

for two reasons.  First, this epoxy had high early strength which was desired to speed up the 

testing process.  Second, this epoxy took 24 hours to cure, so the epoxy would be liquid enough 

to mix together and used throughout an entire day of installing anchors. 

   The last design objective that hasn’t been addressed to this point is to determine the 

optimum FRP configuration in terms of strength, failure mode, cost, ease of construction, and 

ductility.  To find an optimal FRP configuration the FRP sheets were spaced differently and 

installed in two different orientations.  It should be noted that the same design methodology as 

discussed at the beginning of this section was used for all FRP configurations.  Figure 4.4.2 

shows each FRP layout and configuration combination.  
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Figure 4.4.2- FRP Layouts and Configurations 
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The spacing of the FRP sheets, on each face of the beam, was varied from no clear 

spacing between adjacent FRP sheets and 4” clear spacing between adjacent FRP sheets,.  In 

addition to varying the spacing, the orientation of the FRP sheets was either vertical with 

respective to the longitudinal axis of the beam or at a 45° angle (CCW).  The vertical strips were 

selected to simulate the orientation of the internal shear reinforcement since the FRP sheets 

can be thought of as external shear reinforcement.  The angled FRP sheets were selected based 

on the assumed crack angle of 45° and orientation of principle strains at the middle of the 

beam.  Similar spacings were used for both orientations, so a direct comparison could be made 

to determine which orientation is more effective.  In addition, test VS2, as labeled below, was 

selected based on prior testing and observed cracking behavior, and the desire to increase the 

effectiveness of each FRP sheet. This test consisted of two vertical FRP sheets per vertical face 

with no clear spacing, located near the middle of the tested shear region.  Finally, a test with 

FRP sheets on a beam with no shear reinforcement was desired to show the difference in shear 

strength increase from the FRP sheets on a beam with and without shear reinforcement.  

Previous research on epoxy-bonded FRP retrofit systems in shear showed that the effectiveness 

of the FRP retrofit system depended on the internal shear reinforcement.  The closer the shear 

reinforcement spacing, the less effective the FRP system was (Cheng, J.J Roger, and Deniaud, 

Christophe, 2003).  Therefore, a similar investigation is warranted for this MF-FRP Retrofit 

System to determine if the same pattern is found.      

8 total tests were designed including the two control tests (with and without shear 

reinforcement).  The table 4.4.1, below, describes each of the 8 tests. 
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Table 4.4.1- Testing Types 

Test Name   Shear 

Reinforcement? 

FRP Orientation FRP Clear 

Spacing 

Beam # 

Control #1 / CN No N/A N/A 1 

VN5 No Vertical 0” 1 

Control #2 / CS Yes N/A N/A 2 

VS5 Yes Vertical 0” 2 

VS3 Yes Vertical 4” 3 

VS2* Yes Vertical 0” 3 

AS5 Yes Angled 0” 4 

AS3 Yes Angled 4” 4 

*Note- VS2 has 2 adjacent strips per vertical face 

 

 Due to the assumed non-lintearity behavior of a shear failure with steel shear 

reinforcement, two controls were required to determine the shear strength components from 

the concrete and the steel shear reinforcement.  Tests V1 and V2 will provide a direct 

comparison between the shear strength increase with and without shear reinforcement.  

Finally, V2-V4 and A1 and A2 should allow for a pattern to emerge that could yield a pattern to 

suggest an optimal design.  

 The last step in this chapter will be to shown an example of the design calculations used 

to design Test VS5.  First, the shear strength components of the FRP, internal steel shear 
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reinforcement, and concrete were determined using Equation 4.4.1, Equation 4.4.3, and 

Equation 4.4.4, respectively. 

 

Equation 4.4.3- Shear Strength of Steel Shear Reinforcement 

Vs=Astirrup*fstirrup*d/sstirrup=6.6 kips 

Where: Astirrup= cross-sectional area of 2 stirrups=0.198 in.2 

 fstirrup= yield strength of stirrup=60ksi 

 d= depth of beam (top of beam to centroid of bottom longitudinal steel)=9” 

 sstirrup= spacing of stirrups=8” 

 

 

Equation 4.4.4- Shear Strength of Concrete 

Vc=2*(f`c)
1/2*bw*d=9.1 kips 

Where: f`c= 28 day concrete compressive strength=4000psi 

 bw= width of beam=8” 

 

The shear strength components of the FRP without clamping pressure, steel, and 

concrete were calculated to be 8.7 kips, 6.6 kips, and 9.1 kips, respectively.  Summing these 

shear contributions produces a Vn of 24.4 kips.  Using a φ of 0.75, Vu was calculated to be 18.3 

kips.  Next, the loading scenario was used to determine that the applied load at shear failure 

would be 4/3*Vu, or 24.4 kips.  The corresponding applied moment Mu was then 1.78*P, or 

43.4 kip*ft.  A guess and check process was then used to determine what bottom longitudinal 
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steel would be required to provide a moment of at least 43.4 kip*ft.  The width of 8” provided 

tight restrictions for the steel that would adequately fit within the beam while still following ACI 

provisions.  The largest area of steel that would fit was found to be 4, #6’s in two rows, 

therefore this steel was used.  By using the Whitney Stress Block method, C (Equation 4.4.5) 

was set equal to T (Equation 4.4.6) to find “a”.   

 

Equation 4.4.5- Internal Compression Force 

C=0.85*f`c*bw*a 

Where: a=depth to the center of the Whitney compression block 

 

Equation 4.4.6- Internal Tension Force 

T=As*Fy 

Where: As= Area of bottom longitudinal steel 

 Fy= Yield strength of bottom longitudinal steel  

 

After “a” was found to be 3.898”, the moment capacity or Mn could then be calculated 

for the beam using Equation 4.4.7. 

 

Equation 4.4.7- Moment Capacity Equation 

Mn=T*(d-a/2) 
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The moment capacity for test VS5 was found to be 62.3 kip*ft.  Comparing the moment 

capacity of the beam to the required applied moment of Mu/φ, where φ=0.9, or 48.3 kip*ft, 

shows that the beam should fail in shear. 
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Ch.5- Fabrication Process 

5.1 Form Construction 

The layout for the wood formwork consisted of the 4 beams lying side by side to reduce 

the amount wood needed.  This design also provided an easier concrete pour for the Ready-Mix 

truck operator.  ½” plywood was used for the sides and bottom of the forms while a 

combination of 2”x 4” and 2”x 6” boards were used to provide stability to the sheets of 

plywood.  To ease construction, the forms were broken into modules that could be built 

separately and then be combined at the end.  The modular design was also helpful since the 

lumber had to be cut at a separate location from where the beams would be poured.  Screws 

were used to fasten build the modules as well as connect the modules together.  When 

connecting the side modules to the bottom sheets of plywood, a nail gun was used so the 

formwork could be removed easily after the beams were poured and cured.  In order to nail the 

bottom sheet of plywood to the sides, the entire formwork had to be construction upside down 

and then flipped over after all the modules were connected.  To provide stability during 

construction and during the pouring, blocking was provided at every quarter along the length, 

as seen in figure 5.1.1. 
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Figure 5.1.1- Blocking for Formwork 

 

 

An important connection detail to note is the connection between the external side 

modules and the end modules.  Screws were drilled vertically through a 2”x6” overlapping with 

a 2”x4”.  The connection design is much stronger than a horizontal connection that will only 

resist the concrete during pouring through friction.  See figure 5.1.2 below for clarification.   
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Figure 5.1.2- Side Modular, End Modular Connection Detail 

 

 

 After the formwork was completely connected, gaps were filled with caulking to prevent 

concrete leakage during the pouring process.  To promote a smooth surface and ease removal 

of the concrete beams of curing, the formwork interior was painted with a polyurethane 

coating (seen in white).  The final formwork can be seen below in figures 5.1.3-5.1.5. 
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Figure 5.1.3- Picture of Finished Formwork, #1 

 

Figure 5.1.4- Picture of Finished Formwork, #2 
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Figure 5.1.5- Picture of Finished Formwork, #3 

 

 

5.2 Reinforcement Cage Fabrication 

The next step was to fabricate the reinforcement cage.  Chairs were first glued along the 

bottom of each beam to support the longitudinal reinforcement.  The longitudinal 

reinforcement was then cut to size using a horizontal saw.  The #5 bars were bent at a 45° 

angle, 8” away from the end of the beam on each end, while the bottom layer of #6 bars for 

each beam were bent at a 90° angle for improved anchorage.  The bent #6 rebar can be seen in 

figure 5.2.1.     
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Figure 5.2.1- Bent #6 Longitudinal Reinforcement 

 

 

Once the longitudinal reinforcement was in place, the stirrups were fabricated.  #2 bar 

was cut and manually bent into a shape of a U (figure 5.2.2). 

 

Figure 5.2.2- U-shaped Stirrup 
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After all the stirrups were bent, top longitudinal steel had to be cut and set up in a way 

to hold the rebar vertical to create a proper reinforcement cage.  Steel wire was used at every 

quarter point along the length of the beam to act as a sort of net to hold the top longitudinal #2 

bar.  The steel wire was given slack and the ends were wrapped around screws that were 

subsequently drilled into the side modulars and partitions.  Slack was given so that each stirrup 

could be looped on to the top longitudinal reinforcement (figure 5.2.3). 

 

Figure 5.2.3- Steel Wire to Support Top Longitudinal Reinforcement 
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Finally, each stirrup was tied to the top and bottom longitudinal steel as seen above to 

provide stability during the pour.  Pictures of the complete reinforcement cages can be seen 

below in figures 5.2.4-5.2.6. 

 

Figure 5.2.4 - Reinforcement Cage, #1 

 

Figure 5.2.5 – Reinforcement Cage, #2 
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Figure 5.2.6 – Reinforcement Cage, #3 

 

 

5.3 Concrete Pour   

The pour took place on September 17, 2010 starting at 9 a.m.  By placing the formwork 

near one of the entrances to the Structures Lab, the Ready-Mix truck’s chute was able to reach 

the majority of the formwork.  The concrete was vibrated during the pouring process to help 

ease the spread of the concrete, however the vibration was kept to a minimum since over 

vibration can lead to many problems such as separation of the concrete and removal of desired 

air voids.  After about an hour, the forms were full with exception to the blocking that was still 

in place.  Blocking was then removed, and concrete was placed in the blocking’s place.  Next, 

the top surface of each beam was troweled for a smooth finish.  Rebar was finally bent into 
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hooks and placed in the wet concrete to aid in the transportation of each beam.  Figures 5.3.1 

and 5.3.2 show the finished beams with hooks.    

 

Figure 5.3.1- Hooks Placed in Poured Beam 
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Figure 5.3.2 – Poured Beams 

 

 

After the beams were poured, extra concrete was used to fill 16 4”x8” cylinder molds 

which were kept in room temperature with lids properly sealed on each mold.  A slump test 

was also conducted to determine the viscosity of the wet concrete.  A slump of 8” was recorded 

which corresponded with visual observation of “runny liquid” concrete.  No problems were 

encountered during or after the pouring process. 
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5.4 FRP Fabrication 

The FRP strips designed required two different lengths (vertical strips and diagonal 

strips) in order to cover the entire vertical faces of the beam.  In addition, holes had to be pre-

drilled in the FRP strips as this was an important recommendation from Chapter 2.  The FRP 

material chosen was kept in large rolls, see figure 5.4.1, therefore strips had to be cut one at a 

time to size.   

 

Figure 5.4.1- FRP Roll 

 

 

 Once the FRP roll was unraveled and stabilized, a circular saw with a diamond tipped 

blade was used to cut each individual sheet as recommended (A. Rizzo, N. Galati, A. Nanni, and 

L.C. Bank, 2005).  Next, a drill press was used with a masonry drill bit to pre-drill the 0.5” 

diameter holes in each sheet.  Since each sheet was designed to have the same dimensions in 
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regards to hole spacing, end spacing, and edge spacing, FRP strips were stacked to produce 

identical hole locations on each sheet.  Figure 5.4.2 below shows the end product for the FRP 

sheets. 

 

Figure 5.4.2- Pre-drilled FRP sheet 
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Chapter 6- Test Setup 

6.1 Load Cell and Data Acquisition System 

 The requirements of a specific test frame and actuator system were the following: 

a.) To provide a gradual, downward force stronger than required to cause a shear 

failure in all 8 designed, test beams. 

b.) To minimize rotation of any kind of the load cell itself.   

c.) To provide enough space available to test the 10 foot long beams. 

 

The test frame and actuator system used was a 200 kip hydraulic actuator.  The options 

available in the Structures Lab, that provided enough space for the beams, were either a 100 or 

200 kip hydraulic actuator.  Both actuators had a similar design with the same amount of 

possible rotation of the head.  However, the 200 kip load cell was more accessible and the met 

the preference for a stronger than calculated applied force.  

The Data Acquisition System used in conjunction with the 200 kip load cell was capable 

of all the requirements needed for the testing.  These requirements included: strain gage 

capabilities, and load and displacement controls for the actuator.  The software used was 

LabView, and a previous program created from similar testing was modified and used for all 8 

tests.  The data acquisition system recorded information every 2 seconds and had capabilities 

for 120 and 350 ohm resistance strain gages, however only the 120 ohm resistance strain gages 

were used.  Finally, the controls for the actuator could be controlled by load or stroke.  This 

feature was required, so that the test could be conducted in load control initially.  When failure 
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was close, the controls could then be changed to displacement controlled which would prevent 

the load cell from dropping suddenly once failure occurred.  

 

6.2 Supports  

 The supports chosen were 12” x 12” x 12” concrete blocks that were available in the 

Structures Lab.  While being large enough to transfer the reaction forces during testing, these 

blocks were also moveable by one person which made test setup much quicker.  On top of 

these concrete supports, a flat steel plate with dimensions of 2” wide x 12” long x 1.5” thick 

was used to minimize the bearing area and ensure the correct tested span length.  These steel 

plates were positioned in the center of the concrete blocks to prevent any eccentricities for the 

concrete blocks.  Bearing Capacity checks were also calculated to ensure that these steel plates 

were indeed large enough for the reaction forces from the tests.  Finally, early high strength 

plaster was placed on top of these steel plates to ensure a flat surface between the concrete 

beam and the steel plate.  The plaster was mixed with approximately 3 parts of plaster for 

every 1 part of water.  The liquid plaster was then placed in plastic bags and placed on top of 

the steel plates.  The beam was then lowered on to the plaster to ensure a perfectly smooth 

surface between the two materials.  The plaster was then allowed to cure, undisturbed for 

approximately 15 minutes, or until the plaster was hard.  The beam was not moved until after 

the test was conducted.  The layers described above can be seen in figure 6.2.1.    
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Figure 6.2.1- Picture of Support Layers 

 

 

6.3 Strain Gages 

 Strain gages were placed on a select few FRP sheets to determine the effectiveness of 

the FRP retrofit system.  For each test with FRP sheets, two of the interior FRP sheets, on one 

side of the beam, were selected for strain gage mounting.  One strain gage was placed on each 

FRP sheet at the center of the FRP sheet.  This location was selected because stress 

concentrations are minimized and provide the simplest state of strain when compared to any 

other location on the surface of the FRP sheet.  The strain gage was placed parallel to the 

longitudinal fibers of the FRP sheet.  In other words, the strain gage would measure longitudinal 

strain in the FRP sheet since this is the direction that should experience the highest strains.   
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Figure 6.3.1- Strain Gage Used for FRP 

 

 

 0.236” long, 120 ohm resistance strain gages were selected for FRP sheet application 

(Figure 6.3.1).  The strain gage selected was FLA-6-11 type from Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co. LTD.  

In addition to mounting the strain gage in the center of each FRP sheet (Figure 6.3.2), terminals 

were provided to reduce the possibility of damage to the strain gage caused by accidental 

removal of the wire.  The wire was first soldered onto the terminal and the wire leading from 

the strain gauge was subsequently soldered onto the terminal.  After, the strain gage and wiring 

was checked for correct resistance with the use of a multi meter, the free ends of the wiring 

were hooked up to the data acquisition system.  A shunt or dummy gage of 1000 ohms was 

placed on the wires leading up to the data acquisition, so calibration factors could be calculated 

and to ensure proper operation of the strain gages.   
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Figure 6.3.2- Strain Gage Placement on FRP Sheet 

 

 

 The concrete strain gages were first located parallel to the assumed failure angle of 45°, 

6” away from the center of the closest support and 6” above the bottom of the beam.  

However, after the first control test (without shear reinforcement), this location was changed 

because the crack occurred at a lower angle starting at 12” into the beam.  The crack 

propagated upwards at approximately a 30° angle until it met the closest edge of the applied 

load (33” away from the end of the beam).  See figure 6.3.3 for further clarification.   
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Figure 6.3.3- Shear Failure Crack of Test CN (Control w/o Shear Reinforcement) 

 

 

Since the desired strains were to be located close to and parallel to the shear failure crack, the 

new location for the concrete strain gages was placed parallel to this assumed crack line located 

approximately 19” from the center of the closest support and 7.5” above the bottom of the 

beam.   

 

Figure 6.3.4- Concrete Strain Gage 
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 The concrete strain gage chosen, see figure 6.3.4, was a 0.125”x3”, 120 ohm resistance, 

general purpose strain gage from Vishay Micro-Measurements & SR-4.  Similarly to the FRP 

strain gages, the first step in mounting the strain gauges was to adhesively bond the strain gage 

to the concrete beam.  Next, electrical wiring was soldered to the strain gage and hooked up to 

the data acquisition system in order.  Once again, the strain gage was tested using a multi-

meter and then with a shunt to calibrate the strain gages.  A representative test setup showing 

a mounted concrete strain grain can be seen in figure 6.3.5. 

 

Figure 6.3.5- Representative Test Setup 
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Ch. 7- Installation Procedure for FRP Retrofit System 

7.1 Installation Procedure 

 The primary goal of the installation process was to mimic field conditions as much as 

possible, so any potential in field problems would be encountered and subsequently addressed 

in the installation procedure for the FRP retrofit system.  However, reproducing field conditions 

was not possible since drilling holes in the concrete beam with a hammer drill produced too 

much force which would tip the beam over.  In the field, these beams would be connected to 

the rest of the structure, so the beams would not move at all.  The beams were laid flat on each 

face of the beam, so the holes could then be drilled in the concrete on the side facing upwards.  

The combination of a Bosch hammer drill, 0.5” diameter masonry drill bit, and a FRP sheet as a 

template was used to drill the holes in the correct locations on the beam.  The FRP sheets were 

taped to the beam, so they would stay in place during the drilling.  Once the hole in the 

concrete was started, the FRP sheets were removed and the hole was drilled to the designed 

depth of 1.75”–2”.  To ensure a proper depth, tape was placed on the drill bit 1.75” from the 

tip.  After the holes were drilled, the debris was removed from the holes. 

 The two part epoxy was then mixed together with one part hardener and one part 

epoxy and injected into the holes with the use of a syringe.  The holes were filled approximately 

half-full which filled in any gaps to the top of the hole.  Anchor wedges were then hammered 

into the holes while the gap filler was still wet.  The face of the beam was then cleaned to 

produce a smooth surface.  The FRP sheets were placed on the anchors with washer and nut 

and tightened with a torque wrench until “snug” only after the epoxy was given the 

recommended 24 hours to cure.  The epoxy was allowed to first dry so the FRP sheets would 
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not accidently bond to the beam if leftover epoxy was still on the beam’s face or on the 

threaded portion of the anchors.  The beam was then flipped over and the same installation 

process was used on the other face of the beam as well.  Installation of the FRP sheets were 

tried when the beam was flat and when the beam was vertical and no considerable differences 

were found in fitting the sheets onto the anchors.    

  

 

7.2 Installation Issues 

 The first issue to address with the installation procedure outlined above is the labor and 

time required.  The time required to install 10 sheets was about 2.5 hours with prep work and 

cleanup included in this time.  The 2.5 man hours can be broken down into thirds.  One third of 

this time was used to tape down the FRP sheets into place, while another third was used to drill 

the holes and remove debris from the drilled holes and concrete surface.  The last third was 

used to mix and apply the epoxy, and then install the wedge anchors and FRP strips.  Comparing 

the man hours required to install FRP sheets between the working conditions I had to the 

working conditions potentially seen out in the field is difficult.  I took more time cleaning the 

beam during each step in the process than would be required out in the field, however the 

working conditions in the field would likely slow down the efficiency of each worker.  

Therefore, the labor time required to install this FRP system should be used as a rule of thumb 

in future estimating of labor time required.   

 The next issue is the installation of the FRP themselves onto the already installed, 

concrete wedge anchors.  I found drilling perfectly perpendicular holes in the concrete beam to 
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be difficult, and if the holes were skewed, this would cause the anchors to be skewed.  The 

ability to fit the pre-drilled FRP sheets onto four wedge anchors can become difficult with such 

skewed anchors.  The combination of skewed concrete anchors and a tight fitting system 

sometimes caused difficult in the installation of the FRP sheets.  Therefore, a hammer was used 

to fit the FRP sheets onto the four wedge anchors.  Depending on the location of each wedge 

anchor, the possibility of damaging the FRP sheets during the installation process was very real.  

Another issue related to the tight fitting FRP sheets was the removal of the FRP sheets.  Since 

the FRP sheets were such a tight fit, the removal of these sheets was very difficult if the FRP 

sheets had to remain intact.  The claw end of a hammer was used to remove the FRP sheets, 

and the action of prying these sheets off caused localized damage of the FRP sheets.  This issue 

could be a problem in the future if previously installed FRP sheets need to be temporarily 

removed for some reason.  It should be noted that adhesively-bonded FRP sheets would cause 

a similar problem, so this issue is likely inherent with any externally mounted FRP retrofit 

system.     

 The next issues are related to the epoxy injection method.  Since the beams were laid 

flat, epoxy was simply poured in each hole until approximately half full.  In the field, the beams 

will be vertical, so an alternative method will have to be used to inject the epoxy into the pre-

drilled holes.  Previous research has discussed using an epoxy gun for this purposes (Bank, 

2004), however the possibility of the epoxy running out of the holes still remains.  Therefore, an 

alternative epoxy injection method will be required for future in-field applications. 

 Finally, the epoxy used as a gap filler required 24 hours to cure.  The lengthy curing time 

is optimal for installation purposes because of the amount of time it takes to actually install the 
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gap filler into each pre-drilled hole.  However, the use of a 24 hour curing epoxy eliminates one 

of the major advantages to using a mechanically-fastened FRP system when compared to an 

adhesively-bonded FRP system.  In previous research, the gap filler was found to increase the 

ultimate bearing capacity by approximately 15%, so the bridge could still be opened before the 

required 24 hour curing time if the designers of the FRP retrofit system took this decrease in 

strength into consideration (A. Rizzo, N. Galati, A. Nanni, and L.C. Bank, 2005). 

 Recommendations to solve or minimize the issues discussed in this section are provided 

in the Recommendations Chapter. 
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Ch. 8 – Test Results 

8.1 Overview 

 The 8 tests were conducted in the Structures Lab at UW-Madison.  Testing conditions 

were identical for all tests, except VS2.  VS2 required a different test setup due to a 

catastrophic failure during the test run on the other end of the beam.  More details will be 

provided later.  Two bearing pads were initially used to distribute the applied load (test CN 

only), however too much bearing pad deformation was observed during this first test, therefore 

subsequent tests used only one bearing pad.  On testing day, strain gages were allowed to 

“warm up” for approximately 30 minutes prior to testing.  Initially, load was applied in 4 kip 

increments for each test.  When the test was deemed close to failure, the 2 kip load increments 

were used.  After a load increment was applied, any visible cracks were marked and labeled at 

the corresponding applied load.  Cracking patterns could then be used to determine the beam 

behavior during loading and at failure.     

Results are summarized in table 8.1.1 below.  Figure 8.2.1 can be used as a reference for 

information regarding the test setup configuration.  Shear failure was defined as a combination 

of large, inclined shear cracks and a sudden drop in the applied load to the point where no 

more load could physically be applied to the beam.  Flexure failure can be separated in to two 

separate failure modes.  The first failure mode is concrete crushing in which the concrete 

directly below the applied load crushed and spalled to the point in which no more load could be 

applied to the beam.  The second failure mode related to flexure is yielding of the bottom, 

longitudinal steel bars.  For this failure mode, deflections could be observed with the naked eye 

in addition to large, vertical flexural cracks.  Failure occurred when no more load could be 
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applied to the beam.  Recorded data from each test was then used to confirm the failure modes 

determined by visual observations.      

 

Table 8.1.1- Test Results 

Test Name   Description Failure Load Failure Mode 

Control #1 / CN Control w/o steel shear reinf. 23.3 Shear 

VN5 5 vertical FRP sheets per face, w/o 
steel shear reinf. 

30.3 Flexure, steel 
yielding 

Control #2 / CS Control w/ shear reinf. 40.5 Shear 

VS5 5 vertical FRP sheets per face, w/ 
steel shear reinf. 

52.1 Flexure, concrete 
crushing 

VS3 3 vertical FRP sheets per face, w/ 
steel shear reinf. 

45.5 Shear 

VS2 2 vertical FRP sheets per face, w/o 
steel shear reinf. 

43.9 Shear (opposite 
end) 

AS5 5 diagonal FRP sheets per face, w/ 
steel shear reinf. 

51.9 Flexure, concrete 
crushing 

AS3 3 diagonal FRP sheets per face, w/ 
steel shear reinf. 

39.0 Shear 

 

8.2 CN - Control with No Steel Shear Reinforcement 

 The CN test as seen in figure 8.2.1 was designed to experimentally determine the shear 

strength of the concrete alone.  Other results can also be compared to this control to determine 

the effectiveness of the FRP retrofit system.   
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Figure 8.2.1 – CN Test Prior to Loading 

 

 

 The first crack was observed around 6 kips of applied load, directly below the applied 

load location.  This crack was a vertical flexural crack, starting at the bottom of the beam.  As 

applied load increased, other flexural cracks forms, and all the cracks slow propagated upwards, 

but none of the cracks went through the entire width of the beam.  At 13 kips, some of the 

vertical, flexural cracks began to bend at an angle towards the load as seen in Figure 8.2.2.  

Other surface shear cracks formed as the load increased until a major shear crack formed and 

the beam failed.  At the time of failure, a low “boom” could be heard.  The load was then 

removed and the cracking behavior was further investigated. 
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Figure 8.2.2 – CN Test after Loading 

 

 

 The major shear crack began approximately 6” away from the center of the support or 

at the edge of the concrete support block with an angle of 30° along the bottom of the beam.  

The crack then became more inclined near mid-height of the beam and flattened out near the 

top of the beam to the angle of 30°.  As seen in the figure above, the failure crack began to 

flatten out along the top portion of the beam.  The concrete strain gage was placed at an 

assumed failure angle of 45°, starting at the center of the support.  Since the failure crack 

occurred at a more shallow angle and 6” into the beam, the concrete strains recorded were 

lower than expected.  A more desirable orientation and location of the strain gage would be 

parallel and in close proximity to the failure shear crack angle.  The peak strain gage reading 

was recorded at -112.1 με which means the concrete in this region of the beam was in 

compression and well below failure.  Figure 8.2.3 shows a fairly linear range from 0 to 11 kips or 

so.  Between 11 and 13 kips, the slope of the curve increases, and then between 13 kips and 23 

kips, the slope decreases to the original slope seen between 0 to 11 kips.  This means the beam 
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is likely still in the linear, elastic range until 23 kips or so.  At 23.3 kips, the beam suddenly 

failed, so the inelastic range was almost non-existent which is to be expected for concrete. 

 

Figure 8.2.3- VN5 & CN Concrete Strain vs. Load 

 

 

8.3 VN5 – 5 Vertical FRP Sheets per Face with No Steel Shear Reinforcement 

 Test VN5 was conducted to determine the maximum strength increase of the FRP 

retrofit system and to provide a comparison between a beam with shear reinforcement and a 

beam without shear reinforcement.  Two concrete strain gages were placed on this test 

specimen to determine if the strain gage should be placed at a 30 or 45 degree angle.  The 45° 

strain gage was located 6” away from the center of the closest support and 6” above the 

bottom of the beam, while the 30° strain gage was located 19” from the center of the closest 

support and 7.5” above the bottom of the beam.  In addition, strain gages were placed on the 
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two middle FRP sheets on one face of the beam.  The test setup for VN5 can be seen in Figure 

8.3.1. 

 

Figure 8.3.1 – VN5 Test Prior to Loading 

 

 

 Similar to the control test, CN, flexural cracks were seen around 6 kips, directly below 

the applied load location.  Cracks over the shear region were impossible to mark because of the 

FRP sheets.  Therefore, cracks were documented after testing.  As the applied load reached 27 

kips, a “popping” sound could be heard from the FRP sheets.  Load was continued to be applied 

with considerable deformation in the beam until 30 kips when major flexural cracks formed 

which caused failure.  The applied load was removed and the FRP sheets were removed to 

observe cracking behavior and possible failure in the FRP sheets.    
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Figure 8.3.2 – VN5 Test after Loading 

 

 

 Small shear cracks were observed that were similar in location to the control test, CN.  

However, the angle of these shear cracks were fairly constant compared to test CN where the 

shear crack angle had 3 distinct regions.  Small flexural cracks were also seen running from the 

bottom of the beam to the bottom row of bolts were also observed.  Another behavior of the 

shear cracks was the ability to avoid FRP sheets. The shear crack running from the support to 

the applied load formed above the 2 FRP sheets on the far right side in figure 8.3.2, or outside 

of the effective depth of these 2 FRP sheets.  This means that only 3 FRP sheets were actually 

resisting the expansion of this shear crack.   

 Next, a comparison between the strain gage data was conducted to determine which 

orientation was preferred for the subsequent tests.   

   

 

 

 

Strain Gages 
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Figure 8.3.3 – VN5 & CN Concrete Strain vs. Load 

 

 

 Strains were thought to be much higher in the 45 degree strain gage because the FRP 

sheets changed the internal shear flow.  Since the largest shear crack was very close to the 

same 30 degree angle as the control test, the decision was made to place the rest of the strain 

gages at a 30 degree angle.  FRP strains varied considerably between the two FRP sheets 

monitored as seen in figure 8.3.3.  The strains for the two FRP strain gages at yielding of the 

flexural steel, was -39.5με and 68.9με, respectively.  The maximum strains for both strain gages 

were 2.3 and 512.7 με, respectively.  One explanation for the low strain readings for the first 

strain gage is that this particular FRP sheet was slightly overlapped with the adjacent FRP sheet.  

Therefore, an initial twist was placed on this FRP sheet which could have affected the sheet’s 

effectiveness.  Bearing failure was not observed in any of the sheets.  Calculations matched this 
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observation since bearing failure was calculated to occur at 1625 με with the full benefit of 

clamping pressure and 956 με without clamping pressure.  Figure 8.3.4 shows the strain gage 

data for test VN5. 

   

Figure 8.3.4 – VN5 FRP Strain vs. Load 

 

 

 

8.4 CS – Control with Steel Shear Reinforcement 

 The control test with shear reinforcement was designed to determine the shear strength 

from the concrete and steel stirrups, and to provide a benchmark to evaluate results from other 

tests using a steel reinforced concrete beam.  From this test on, including this test, only one 
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concrete strain gage at an angle of 30°was used as shown in figure 8.4.1.  The strain gage 

location from test VN5 was kept the same since this location yielded successful strain readings.     

 

Figure 8.4.1 – Test CS Prior to Loading 

 

 

 Flexural cracks began at an applied load of 7 kips, directly below the applied load 

location.  After more flexural cracks were observed to the left of the initial cracks, they 

eventually began to curve towards the loading point around 13 to 17 kips.  Small shear cracks 

were observed as the load was increased until the beam failed in shear at 40.5 kips.  The failure 

crack initiated at the near support and quickly propagated to the loading point without any 

warning.  The initial angle of the failure crack was near 39°, and gradually flattened out at 2/3 of 

the beam’s depth from the bottom.  Comparing the shear failure crack from CN of 30° to test 

CS’s shear failure crack, it shows that the stirrups had some effect in changing the cracking 

behavior in the beam.  The applied load at failure also increased by 17.2 kips compared to the 

control without steel shear reinforcement, so the stirrups worked as predicted.  Another 

cracking pattern observation is that the vertical flexural cracks were spaced at about 8”, which 
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happens to be the spacing of the stirrups across the shear zone.  Therefore, it is likely that the 

flexural cracks occurred either midway between stirrups or at the stirrups since the stirrups 

represent a discontinuity in concrete.  The final observation to note is the location of the 

concrete strain gage with respect to the cracks as seen in figure 8.4.2.  The failure crack was not 

very close to the strain gage, however small shear cracks had the same orientation to the strain 

gage and was located very close.  The resulting maximum concrete strain measured was -508.3 

με.    

 

Figure 8.4.2 – Test CS after Loading 

 

 

8.5 VS5 – 5 Vertical FRP Sheets per Face with Steel Shear Reinforcement 

 The purpose of test VS5 was to determine the maximum increase in shear strength for a 

beam with vertical FRP sheets applied over the affected shear zone.  VS5 can also be directly 

compared to VN5 to determine if a larger percentage of shear strength increase can be found in 
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a reinforced concrete beam with steel shear reinforcement.  For this test, a slight space was 

placed in between FRP sheets, so sheets would not accidently overlap as they did in one case 

for test VN5.   

 Similarly to test VN5, very little cracks could be observed during loading since the FRP 

sheets covered most of the shear zone.  The first signs of shear cracking were observed near 

the center of the support around 30 kips.  This shear crack propagated upwards towards the 

loading point until 40 kips.  After 40 kips, no additional shear cracks were observed.  As load 

increased above 40 kips, the described shear crack gradually began to open.  During this loading 

process, “popping” sounds from the FRP sheets could easily be heard.  Near 52 kips, the beam 

was unable to carry any additional load, so the beam was said to have failed.   

 

Figure 8.5.1 – Test VS5 after Loading with FRP Sheets 

 

 

 Upon initial inspection, the beam seemed to have failed in concrete crushing since the 

concrete under the applied load was heavily damaged (figure 8.5.1).  A surprising crack that was 

found was located on the top face of the beam.  A longitudinal crack was found to run down the 
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centerline of the beam all the way to the end of the near end of the beam.  At the end of the 

beam, this crack could be seen approximately 2/3 down the beam’s depth.  Figure 8.5.2 shows 

this longitudinal crack looking down on the beam.   

 

Figure 8.5.2 – Top Longitudinal Crack, Test VS5 

 

 

 A possible cause for this type of crack may be related to the bearing pad touching the 

hook which was embedded into the top of the beam.  This would cause an outward force in the 

longitudinal direction of the beam, resulting in the type of crack observed.  Other observations 

that support this conclusion is the fact that concrete spalling can be seen right up to the hook, 

and there was more spalling seen on this side of the bearing pad.  Once the FRP sheets were 

removed, the shear cracking was well pronounced.  The cracking was similar to test VN5 since 

the cracking seemed to want to avoid crossing the FRP sheets, and instead of crossing the FRP 

sheets over their effective depth, the cracks connected through the anchor holes.  The 

presence of the anchors also caused stress concentrations, so the cracks took the path of least 
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resistance.  This type of cracking pattern can be seen in Figure 8.5.3 on the upper and lower 

portions of the beam. 

 

Figure 8.5.3 – Crack Pattern for Test VS5 without FRP Sheets 

 

 

 Upon closer investigation, the crack connecting the upper row of anchors caused 

significant loosening of these anchors.  These anchors were loose enough to manually remove 

from one side of the beam.  The fact that these anchors could be removed meant that any 

additional strength from these corresponding FRP sheets was suddenly negated once the 

cracking became severe enough.  This type of cracking is undesired since the FRP sheets will 

suddenly be ineffective at resisting any loads.  If this loading continues after the FRP sheets 

become ineffective, sudden failure of the beam will follow as seen in Figure 8.5.4.  
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Figure 8.5.4- Load vs. Stroke for Test VS5 

 

 

Figures 8.5.5 and 8.5.6 are provided to show which anchors were manually removed, 

and the successful bonding observed between the concrete and the anchors due to the 

presence of a gap filler.        
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Figure 8.5.5 – Anchors Manually Removed from Test VS5 

 

Figure 8.5.6 – Successful Bonding between Concrete and Wedge Anchors 
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 Further detail about the failure mode of this test can be found by looking at the 

concrete strain vs. load in figure 8.5.7.   

 

Figure 8.5.7 – Concrete Strain vs. Load, Test VS5 

 

 

Once the load reaches 50 kips or so, the concrete strain increases as the load stays 

constant.  This suggests that concrete crushing had to have contributed to the failure of the 

beam.  Concrete strain readings maxed out at -1475 με which was the highest concrete strain 

from all 8 tests.  The fact that a small crack was located within ¼” from the strain gage with the 

same orientation could be one reason for the strain being higher than other tests.   
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 No failures in any of the FRP sheets were observed (figure 8.5.7).  Plotting the strain 

readings matched observations.  Looking at the graph below, #1 corresponds to the FRP sheet 

to the right of the middle sheet, and #2 corresponds to the middle sheet.    

 

Figure 8.5.7 – FRP Strain vs. Load, Test VS5 

 

 

 Very little strain was recorded in FRP sheet #1 which makes sense because no shear 

cracks crossed this sheet.  The major shear crack did cross FRP sheet #2, so the higher strains 

makes sense.  The plot also shows that neither sheet failed in bearing as the strains kept 

increasing at a constant rate as load was increased.  One interesting behavior of these sheets 

was the compressive strains experienced during testing.  During design, the FRP sheets were 

thought to act as tension ties in a truss model, similar to designing internal steel shear 
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reinforcement.  However, the FRP strain results seem to indicate that something more 

complicated is likely occurring in test VS5.  The lack of spacing for the FRP sheets may have 

something to do with compressive strain readings since compression struts would likely not be 

able to develop between these closely spaced FRP sheets, but at this point this thinking is 

purely conjecture.    

 

8.6 – VS3 - 3 Vertical FRP Sheets per Face with Steel Shear Reinforcement 

 The purpose of test VS3 was to determine if a bearing failure in the FRP sheets could be 

achieved.  This test can be compared to the control, CS, and with VS5 to determine if there is a 

noticeable trend in the test results.  The test setup for VS3 can be seen in figure 8.6.1.  

 

Figure 8.6.1- Test VS3 before Loading 

 

 

 Test VS3 experienced similar cracking behavior to previous testing up until 32 kips.  

Similar to VS5, “popping” could be heard from FRP failure starting at 32 kips, but this doesn’t 

mean failure is occurring, only signs of de-lamination between FRP layers.  Failure occurred in 
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shear with a low “boom”.  The resulting shear failure crack began at the support once again.  

The crack then connected through the first two anchors in the bottom row of fasteners as seen 

in figure 8.6.2.  The crack then propagated upwards, crossing the middle FRP sheet in the 

middle of the effective region of the sheet.  The crack then connected the two anchors on the 

furthest right of the top row.  This means that only the middle FRP sheet was resisting opening 

of the failure crack therefore bearing failure in this particular FRP sheet was expected although 

no failure was found.  One reason that could explain the ineffectiveness of this FRP sheet would 

be initial gaps between the fasteners and the FRP sheet itself.  If a small gap was present in the 

upper and lower rows of fasteners for the FRP sheet, the FRP sheet would only begin to resist 

the opening of concrete cracking once the crack became larger, vertically than the sum of the 

initial gaps between the FRP and fasteners.   

 

Figure 8.6.2 – Test VS3 after Loading 
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 In figure 8.6.2, the major shear crack was located slight 1” away from the strain gage, 

resulting in a max concrete strain reading of -440 με.  In addition to the major shear crack, a 

small amount of concrete crushing could be seen below the bearing pad after loading.   

 The only signs FRP distress that could be observed between the 3 FRP sheets was on the 

middle sheet.  As seen in the figure 8.6.3 below, this middle FRP sheet had slight discolorations 

around the pre-drilled holes which can be a sign of preemptive bearing failure.   

 

Figure 8.6.3 – Middle FRP Sheet for Test VS3 
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 Observations did not match the results in this case because the FRP strains recorded 

were much higher in the far left sheet (224.3 με) than in this middle sheet (107.1 με).  Since 

neither one of these strains are close to the calculated strain at bearing failure (with or without 

clamping pressure), the slight discoloration of the FRP sheets most likely was not a sign of 

preemptive bearing failure.  One Possible reasoning for the discolorations in the FRP sheet is 

that the act of the beam failing caused the discolorations.  To note, this is only speculation since 

there was no way to see when in the testing process the discolorations appeared with the 

presence of the washer and nut. 

 

8.7 AS5 – 5 Angled FRP Sheets per Face with Steel Shear Reinforcement 

  Test VS5 was designed to determine the maximum increase in shear strength for a 

beam with angled FRP sheets applied over the affected shear zone.  AS5 can then be compared 

to the control, CN, VS5, and AS3 which will be discussed later.  Once again, a slight space was 

placed in between FRP sheets, so sheets would not accidently overlap. 

 

Figure 8.7.1 – Test AS5 after Loading 
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 Upon loading, flexural cracks were seen first on the bottom of the beam, directly below 

the applied load with shear cracks forming later.  Similarly to other tests, FRP “popping” could 

be heard around 32 kips.  Failure occurred at 51.9 kips in concrete crushing as shown in figure 

8.7.1 with copious amounts of concrete spalling.   

 

Figure 8.7.2 – Concrete Strain vs. Load for Test AS5 

 

 

 Looking at figure 8.7.2, once the load peaks, the load drops while strains continually 

increase to -1317 με.  Small shear cracking was observed to be less severe and more spread out 

than other tests.  Unlike test VS5 when the cracks could easily connect through the anchor in a 

row, shear cracks could not connect to multiple anchors in a row since fasteners were arranged 

in a staggered pattern.  However, the cracking pattern still avoided the outer most left and right 

FRP sheets, so only 2 of the middle FRP sheets crossed the largest shear crack.  Other small 
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shear cracks took a similar approach at avoiding FRP sheets, but took a slightly different path.  

Figure 8.7.3 shows the cracking pattern described. 

 

Figure 8.7.3 – Cracking Pattern on Test AS5 

 

 

 No failure was observed in any of the FRP sheets.  The middle FRP sheet and the FRP 

sheet to the right of the middle sheet were fitted with strain gages.  Looking at figure 8.7.4, the 

max FRP strain readings of 191.5 and 19.0 με, respectively, were well below the calculated 

strain at bearing failure.  The low strain in the second FRP sheet is hard justify since two of the 

more defined shear cracks cross this sheet.  Also, the strains for both FRP sheets are positive or 

compressive at some point during the testing.  This same behavior was noted in test VS5.  Once 

again, little spacing is provided between FRP sheets which may limit the ability for the beam to 

behave like a truss and form compression struts between FRP sheets.  The first FRP sheet’s 

strain readings do make sense because the largest shear cracks cross this sheet.   
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Figure 8.7.4 – FRP Strains vs. Load for Test AS5 

 

 

8.8 AS3 – 3 Angled FRP sheets per face with steel shear reinforcement 

The purpose of test AS3, see figure 8.8.1, was to determine if a bearing failure in the FRP 

sheets could be achieved.  This test can be compared to the control, CS, and VS3 and AS5 to 

determine if an angled orientation for the FRP sheets is more effective than vertical FRP sheets.   
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Figure 8.8.1 – Test AS3 before Loading 

 

 

 The first significant shear crack occurred at 28 skips.  This crack only crossed the middle 

FRP sheet.  FRP “popping” was heard near 30 kips which is comparable to other tests.  After 30 

kips, there were no new shear cracks and the present cracks simply widened.  At 39 kips, a 

sudden shear failure occurred.  Since this load was below the applied load at failure for the 

control, CS, the actuator was still in load control which caused the actuator to continue to drop 

and cause massive damage.  The beam was expected to fail above 45 kips, so the earlier failure 

was a surprise.  Figure 8.8.2 of the test at failure can be seen below. 
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Figure 8.8.2 – Test AS3 Failure 1 

 

 

Upon further investigation, the middle FRP sheet (on each face) seemed to have peeled off the 

beam, similarly to a debonding failure for adhesively bonded FRP sheets.  In addition, a great 

deal of unconfined concrete also spalled off the beam as seen in figure 8.8.3.  The loose 

concrete was removed along with the loose FRP sheets to find that the only concrete intact was 

the confined concrete. 
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Figure 8.8.3 – Test AS3 Failure 2 

 

 

 In figure 8.8.3 and 8.8.4, the top longitudinal steel can be seen bent downwards at a 90 

degree angle.  This top longitudinal steel was included in the design of the reinforcement cage 

for construction purposes only, however the steel was straight at the time of construction.  The 

stirrup, seen partially embedded in the concrete, twisted and dropped during failure which 

caused the top longitudinal steel to bend downwards at such a steep angle.  The stirrup to the 

right of the discussed stirrup actually yielded in tension, however this likely happened as the 

actuator continued to apply load after failure.  One positive piece of information this test 

yielded was visual confirmation of good bonding between the stirrups, longitudinal 

reinforcement, and the concrete.   
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Figure 8.8.4 – Test AS3 Failure 3 

 

 

The middle FRP sheets and the corresponding anchors were removed to investigate a 

possible failure (figure 8.8.5).  All anchors except one had concrete still attached which shows 

successful bonding between the concrete and anchor via the gap filler.  The one anchor that did 

not have any concrete attached was only partially embedded (approximately 1.25”) during 

installation due to the presence of shear reinforcement within the beam.  The fact that this 

embedment depth was most likely the primary factor in the bonding between the concrete and 

anchor shows the importance of embedding the anchors to a depth of 1.75” or more.  This 

amount of embedment depth caused the anchors to penetrate into the confined concrete 

which could also yield significant benefits as the unconfined concrete spalled off the beam at 

failure.  As seen in figure 8.8.6, FRP discoloration was observed in the middle FRP sheets, while 

the sheet nearest the support had even less discoloration around the pre-drilled holes.   
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Figure 8.8.5 – De-bonded Middle FRP Sheet Anchors 

 

Figure 8.8.6 – FRP Bearing Failure of Middle Sheet  
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 Upon comparison of visual observations and FRP strain values, the bearing failure seen 

in the select FRP sheets most likely happened after initial failure since the max FRP strain 

recorded was 457.3 με.  Once again, calculated strain at bearing failure had a lower limit of 956 

με and an upper limit of 1625 με (figure 8.8.7).  The last note about the FRP strain readings is 

that strains were much higher with lower levels of applied load than any other test.  The strain 

gage labeled #1 was applied to the FRP closest to the support while the strain gage labeled #2 

was applied to the middle FRP sheet.   

 

Figure 8.8.7 – FRP Strains vs. Load, Test AS3 

 

 

 Recorded concrete strains were surprisingly low when compared to other tests.  For 

instance, the control test, CS, had a max concrete strain value of -508 με, and the max concrete 

strain value for AS3 was -251 με.   
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 Test AS3 produced good information on an unexpected failure mode, however 

comparisons between this test and other tests will be difficult since the test failed before the 

control, CS.  FRP strain readings also did not follow the same trend when compared to other 

tests, so it can be concluded that this beam had considerable variability.  Therefore, a limited 

amount quantitative data can be used from test AS3. 

 

8.9 VS2 – 2 Vertical FRP Sheets per Face with Steel Shear Reinforcement 

 Test VS2, see figure 8.9.1, was designed to determine if the cracking pattern could be 

controlled depending on the location of the FRP sheets within the shear zone.  Limiting the 

number of strips to 2 per face was thought to increase the possibility of bearing failure in the 

FRP sheets.  On the other tests that failed in shear, the failure crack only crossed one or two 

FRP sheets across their effective region.  Therefore, there was thought to be a possibility of 

similar shear strength increase provided by VS2 when compared to other tests, such as VS5.  

Because of the catastrophic failure of test AS3, the far end support had to be moved in 12”.  

This change in test setup would not change any of the conditions for the shear zone from the 

loading point to the near support, so the results could still be directly compared to previous 

tests.   
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Figure 8.9.1 – Test VS2 Prior to Loading 

 

 

 The initial cracking pattern followed previous test cracking pattern.  At 28 kips, the 

actuator control input was changed to displacement control to ensure no catastrophic failure as 

seen in test AS3.  The load was increased until 44 kips when the beam failed in shear on the 

opposite side of the load.  Small shear cracks were observed crossing the FRP sheets.  By 

locating the FRP sheets in between the near support and loading point as seen in Figure 8.9.2, 

the shear cracks did not connect through the anchors and lead up to the loading point.  To 

note, more holes were drilled in the concrete than required since the hammer drill kept running 

into shear reinforcement before proper embedment depth was reached.  Re-locating the holes 

was selected instead of using these shallow pre-drilled concrete holes because of the results 

seen with shallow pre-drilled holes in test AS3.   
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Figure 8.9.2 – Test VS2 after Loading 

 

 

 Since the beam failed at 44 kips in shear on the opposite side of the beam, it can be said 

that the FRP sheets changed the failure mode and would have provided a higher load capacity 

than 44 kips.  Concrete strain readings, in figure 8.9.3, varied dramatically after 30 kips of 

applied load, so little useful information could be deciphered from the concrete strain gage 

data.   
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Figure 8.9.3- Concrete Strains vs. Load, Test VS2 

 

 

FRP strains maxed out at 407 με and 219 με for the left (labeled #1 on figure 8.9.4) and 

right (labeled #2 on figure 8.9.4) FRP sheets, respectively.  Visual observations of the FRP sheets 

matched these FRP strain readings as no bearing failure was seen. 

 

Figure 8.9.4 – FRP Strains vs. Load, Test VS2 
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Ch. 9 – Analysis 

9.1 Overview 

 The goal of this chapter is to compare and contrast the test results discussed in Chapter 

8, and to address the objectives outlined in Chapter 1.  The test results that will be compared 

are as follows;  

Comparison #1 - CN vs. VN5 

Comparison #2 - CS vs. VS5 vs. VS3 vs. VS2 

Comparison #3 - CS vs. AS5 vs. AS3 vs. VS5 

Comparison #4 - VN5 vs. VS5 

Comparison #5 – Design Test Strengths vs. Test Results vs. Actual Test Strengths 

 Referring back to Table 8.1.1, the load at failure and failure mode are shown for each 

test. 

 

Table 8.1.1- Test Results 

Test Name   Description Failure Load Failure Mode 

Control #1 / CN Control w/o steel shear reinf. 23.3 Shear 

VN5 5 vertical FRP sheets per face, w/o 
steel shear reinf. 

30.3 Flexure, steel 
yielding 

Control #2 / CS Control w/ shear reinf. 40.5 Shear 

VS5 5 vertical FRP sheets per face, w/ 
steel shear reinf. 

52.1 Flexure, concrete 
crushing 

VS3 3 vertical FRP sheets per face, w/ 
steel shear reinf. 

45.5 Shear 

VS2 2 vertical FRP sheets per face, w/o 
steel shear reinf. 

43.9 Shear (opposite 
end) 

AS5 5 diagonal FRP sheets per face, w/ 
steel shear reinf. 

51.9 Flexure, concrete 
crushing 

AS3 3 diagonal FRP sheets per face, w/ 
steel shear reinf. 

39.0 Shear 
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 A graph of stroke vs. load can also be used to relate each test, which is shown in Figure 

9.1.1.   

 

Figure 9.1.1 – Load vs. Stroke 

 

 

 All tests, except Test CN, had similar elastic slopes which can be most attributed to the 

bearing pad used under the load point.  Test CN had two distinct slopes in the elastic range, 

which can be attributed to the two bearing pads used under the load.  Once the stroke reached 

approximately 0.75”, the bearing pad resistance increased to a similar resistance of one bearing 

pad.  Test VS5 failed in flexure which is displayed by the ductile behavior near the max load.  

Finally, Test AS3 gradually separates from the rest of the tests near 0.6” stroke.  This separation 
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occurred when the load was kept constant to observe cracks at different times in the testing 

process.  For the stroke to increase while load remained constant, the beam must have 

developed additional cracking during these times.  However, all tests were paused in a similar 

fashion to observe cracks periodically and no other tests show this same pattern.  While this 

discrepancy cannot be conclusively explained, it does reinforce the anomalistic characteristics 

of Test AS3.   

 Next, concrete strains will be compared.  Concrete strains for each test are shown in 

Figure 9.1.2.    

 

Figure 9.1.2 – Concrete Strain vs. Load 
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 Although, Test CN and Test VN5 had strain gages at an orientation of 45°, concrete 

strains are comparable to all other tests.  Strains recorded above shows a general trend of a 

slow increase in concrete strain as load increases up until a max of 50 kips.  For Test VS5 and 

Test AS5 after 50 kips, concrete strains increase tremendously as load remains relatively 

constant.  This “semi-ductile” response is evidence of either a concrete crushing failure, steel 

yielding failure, or most likely a combination of both types of flexure failure.  The proximity of 

the failure crack and/or small shear cracking to the strain gage for each test had considerable 

effect on the magnitude of strain readings.  Therefore, the strain readings vary considerably to 

the extent that little information can be extracted beyond the information already described.      

 

9.2 – Comparison #1 – CN vs. VN5 

 The comparison between the unreinforced control beam, Test CN, and the unreinforced  

beam with 5 vertical FRP sheets per face, test VN5, is to determine the maximum possible 

percentage increase in applied load at failure.  As expected, test CN failed in shear, while test 

VN5 failed in flexure.  At failure, VN5 had only small shear cracks present.  The applied load at 

failure of VN5 compared to CN increased by 7.0 kips or 30 percent, from 23.3 kips to 30.3 kips.  

This means that the shear capacity increased by at least 30% since VN5 did not fail in shear.          

 Measured FRP strains from VN5, as seen in figure 8.3.2, showed a maximum strain of 

512.7 με, which is still considerably less than the calculated average strain at bearing failure of 

956 without clamping pressure and 1625 με with clamping pressure.  Therefore, the same shear 

capacity increase could have been obtained with fewer FRP sheets.   
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Figure 8.3.2 – VN5 FRP Strain vs. Load 

 

 

9.3 – Comparison #2 – CS vs. VS5 vs. VS3 vs. VS2 

 The performance of the control without steel shear reinforcement, CS, will be compared 
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opposite side of the applied load at 43.9 kips or an increase in shear strength of 8.4% over the 

control, CS.  Test VS3 failed in shear at 45.5 kips or an increase in shear strength of 12.3% 

compared to test CS, and test VS5 failed in shear in concrete crushing/shear at 52.1 kips or an 

increase in shear strength of 28.6% over test CS.  Combining these results show that the more 
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The worst case of this cracking pattern was seen in test VS5, figure 9.3.1, where the failure 

crack formed around the entire circumference of each fastener in the upper row near the 

loading point.  This cracking pattern caused a loss of composite action between the beam and 

the FRP sheets, and the cracking raised the neutral axis to the point where concrete crushing 

occurred.   

 

Figure 9.3.1 – Cracking Pattern in Test VS5 

 

 

The crack was thought to be drawn to the stress concentrations caused by the pre-

drilled concrete holes, and effectively avoided the outer most sheets on each side of the shear 

zone.  After the initial, small shear cracks formed, the only benefit of these outermost FRP 

sheets was to confine the failure shear crack to the already chosen path.  Test VS2 was 

designed with the crack behavior in mind by placing the two FRP sheets on each side in the 
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middle of the shear zone.  Although VS2 failed in shear on the opposite side of the beam (due 

to the necessity of moving the far end support closer to the applied load), the cracking pattern 

that formed did not pass through any of the fastener holes and cross both of the FRP sheets 

across their effective depth (fastener to fastener depth).  VS2’s cracking pattern, see figure 

9.3.2, shows that if the cracking pattern can be accurately predicted, the amount of FRP sheets 

needed to produce a given shear strength increase can be reduced.   

 

Figure 9.3.2 – Test VS2 Cracking Pattern 

 

 

 Shifting the focus onto the FRP sheets, the only observed change in the FRP sheet status 

after testing occurred on test VS3.  The middle sheet was the only FRP sheet that crossed the 

shear failure crack, which resulted in slight discolorations, which could be seen around the pre-
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drilled holes in the FRP (See sec. 8.6 for pictures and further description), however this failure 

was likely not attributed to bearing failure because the max FRP strain for this sheet was 107.1 

με.  FRP strains measured for each test can be seen in Figure 9.3.2. 

 

Figure 9.3.2 – FRP Strains vs. Load for Vertically-oriented FRP Sheet Tests 
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seen in these tests.  The reason higher strains did not develop in the FRP strips could be 

attributed to two issues.  First, an initial gap between the fasteners and FRP sheet could delay 

the ability for the FRP to resist opening of shear cracks.  Even a gap as small as 1/16” on the top 

and bottom rows of fasteners would allow a 45° angled shear crack to open by as much as 

(1/16” + 1/16”)/sin(45°) or about 3/16” before the FRP sheets could be of help.  Second, higher 

strains were not able to develop in the FRP sheets because in each test, the controlling failure 

mode was not in shear over the region with FRP sheets. 

          

9.4 – Comparison #3 – CS vs. AS3 vs. AS5 vs. VS5 

 A comparison between the angled FRP sheet tests with steel shear reinforcement and 

the control with steel shear reinforcement is conducted to determine the effectiveness of 

angled FRP sheets to increase the shear capacity.  The test with steel shear reinforcement and 5 

vertical FRP sheets will then be compared to the test with 5 angled FRP sheets to possibly 

determine which FRP orientation is more effective.  The angled FRP sheets only increased the 

shear strength compared to the control, CS, for test AS5.  Test AS3 exhibited anomalistic 

characteristics during loading which can be seen on Figure 9.1.1 and Figure 8.8.7.  Since failure 

occurred 1.5 kips before the control failure, test AS3 will not be compared to other tests.  More 

information can be found on test AS3 in section 8.8. 

   Test AS5 increased the applied load at failure to 51.9 kips or 28% increase in load 

compared to the control test CS.  This result is very comparable to the maximum load produced 

by test VS5 of 30% and failure mode of concrete crushing, which means 52 kips is 

approximately the load required to cause concrete crushing for the given beam’s design.  
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Calculations in the appendix support this claim as concrete crushing was calculated to occur at 

41.6 kips.  Therefore, a definite FRP orientation preference cannot be determined if shear 

capacity increase is only to be used.  However, the cracking pattern results were quite different 

for the different FRP configurations.  The cracking pattern for VS5, as seen in Figure 9.3.1, 

follows the fastener rows in the bottom left and upper right portion of the shear zone and 

causes loosening of fasteners.  This means that the cracking pattern could cause premature 

failure of the beam, resulting in a lower, unexpected shear capacity of the beam which would 

decrease the efficiency of a MF-FRP retrofit system in shear.  A method for determining the 

capacity for this new failure mode would then have to be determined through future research.  

In contrast test AS5, as seen in Figure 8.7.3, connects through a few fasteners, but the location 

of the fasteners eliminates the possibility of cracks connecting adjacent fasteners in a row.     

 

Figure 8.7.3 – Cracking Pattern on Test AS5 
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 In the diagonal FRP configuration, the vast majority of fasteners are removed from 

problem areas for cracking, which are the bottom left and upper right of the shear zone as seen 

in Figure 8.7.3. 

 

Figure 9.4.1 – FRP Strains vs. Load for Test AS5 and VS5 
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above, shows that for the largest FRP strain readings, the majority of the strain occurs after the 

maximum load and failure has occurred.  If the maximum strain is taken as the strain for each of 

these two curves corresponding to the maximum load, the maximum strains are 82.3 με for 
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middle FRP sheet for each test was resisting a very similar amount of load.  Therefore, if a 

selection had to be made between the two FRP orientations tested, the choice would be based 

on the cracking pattern and failure mode.  AS5 had limited cracking caused by fastener location 

which resulted in less shear cracks and a more desirable failure mode.  Therefore, a diagonal 

FRP orientation would be recommended. 

 

9.5 – Comparison #4 – VN5 vs. VS5 

 A comparison between VN5 and VS5 is warranted because of claims in previous 

research that external application of FRP’s in shear strengthening is more effective without 

internal shear reinforcement.  A comparison of percent increase of load at failure between the 

test with 5 vertical FRP sheets per face with no steel shear reinforcement and the control with 

no steel shear reinforcement, to the test with 5 vertical FRP sheets with steel reinforcement 

and the control with steel shear reinforcement yields an identical result of 30% increase.  

However, the failure mode for VN5 was in flexure, and the failure mode for VS5 was in concrete 

crushing aided by shear cracking, so an exact comparison between the two cases will be 

impossible.  First, The FRP strain readings can be compared as seen in figure 9.5.1.  The max 

strains for VN5 and VS5 were 512.7 με and 97.3 με, respectively.  Looking at the strain readings 

corresponding to the beginning of significant flexural deformations, the strain reading was only 

68 με.  This means that the FRP sheets for test VS5 were working harder to provide the same 

percent increase in applied load at failure.  
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Figure 9.5.1 – FRP Strains vs. Load for Test VS5 and VN5 

 

 

Next, the cracking pattern can provide an idea as to the extent of damage related to 

shear stresses.  VS5 was very close to shear failure because fasteners became non-composite 

with the RC beam.  VN5, on the other hand, showed small shear cracking, but no cracks 

connecting adjacent fasteners in row.  Based on these observations and FRP strain data, a 

conclusion can be made that the FRP sheets was more effective on the beam without shear 

reinforcement. 
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9.6 Comparison #5 – Design Test Strengths vs. Test Results vs. Actual Test Strengths 

The goal of comparing the design strengths with the actual test results and actual test 

strengths was to determine if the design procedure used could be verified by the test results.   

Discrepancies found that could be attributed to varying factors such as material properties 

could be taken into consideration when determining the validity of the design methodology.    

Each test was designed to fail in shear as discussed in section 4.4.  Table 9.6.1 shows the 

design shear capacity, moment capacity, and the corresponding applied load at failure. 

 

Table 9.6.1- Design Test Strengths 

Test 
Design Failure 

Mode Load at Failure (k) 
Shear 

Strength (k) 
Moment Strength 

(k*ft) 

CN 
shear 

10.7 7.1 31.2 

VN5 
shear 

20.4 13.6 31.2 

CS 
shear 

17.7 11.8 56.1 

VS5 
shear 

27.5 18.3 56.1 

VS3 
shear 

22.7 15.1 56.1 

VS2 
shear 

22.7 15.1 56.1 

AS5 
shear 

31.1 20.7 56.1 

AS3 
shear 

24.5 16.3 56.1 

 

 Since the bottom, flexural steel was held constant at 4, #6’s Grade 60 rebar for the 

beams with steel shear reinforcement and 4, #5’s Grade 40 rebar for the beam without steel 

shear reinforcement, the moment capacity only has two values.   
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 The calculated strength of the beams was determined by assuming the concrete shear 

strength was equal to the shear strength from test CN as the test failed in shear and had no 

steel shear reinforcement.  The steel shear reinforcement shear strength was determined in a 

similar fashion.  The shear strength from test CN was subtracted from test CS to find the shear 

strength for the stirrups alone.  The shear strength capacity of the beams was then calculated 

by summing the concrete shear strength, stirrup shear strength, and FRP shear strength.  The 

applied load and moment were then calculated given the testing configuration. It should be 

noted that the failure modes shown in table 9.6.2 are the failure modes that were expected to 

occur given the final applied load from the test results.  

 

Table 9.6.2- Actual Strengths 

Test 
Calculated Failure Modes 

(Compared to Test Results) Load at Failure (k) 
Shear Strength 

(k) 
Moment Strength 

(k*ft) 

CN 
shear and slight flexure 17.9 11.9 36 

VN5 
flexure 36.0 24 36 

CS 
shear 32.7 21.8 69.4 

VS5 
flexure 53.0 35.3 69.4 

VS3 
flexure 46.5 31 69.4 

VS2 
shear (opposite side) 53.0 35.3 70.1 

AS5 
flexure 57.9 38.6 69.7 

AS3 
none 48.9 32.6 69.7 
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The test results provided an applied load and failure mode, so shear and moment capacities 

were able to be calculated given each test’s setup configuration.  Table 9.6.3 shows these 

values. 

 

Table 9.6.3- Test Results Strengths 

Test 
Test Results Failure 

Mode Load at Failure (k) Applied Shear (k) 
Applied Moment 

(k*ft) 

CN 
shear 23.0 15.3 38.4 

VN5 
flexure, steel yielding 30.0 20.0 50.1 

CS 
shear 40.0 26.7 66.8 

VS5 

flexure, concrete 

crushing 52.0 34.7 86.8 

VS3 
shear 45.5 30.3 76.0 

VS2 
shear (opposite side) 43.9 29.3 73.3 

AS5 

flexure, concrete 

crushing 51.9 34.6 86.7 

AS3 
shear 39.0 26.0 65.1 

 

 Comparing the design applied load at failure and the test result’s load at failure for each 

test, shows there must be at least one factor causing such a large discrepancy.  First, the 

material properties used in design were very conservative compared to the actual values found.  

Concrete strength varied between 6253 psi and 7275 psi during testing while a concrete 

strength of 4000 psi was assumed for design.  In addition, the steel strength of the steel shear 

reinforcement was assumed to be 60 ksi for design, and the actual steel strength was tested to 
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be 67 ksi.  These conservative material properties assumptions alone could have easily changed 

the failure mode for the actual test results.   

To investigate such a claim, the actual test strengths were calculated.  By using the tested 

actual material properties for the concrete and steel shear reinforcement, this material 

property factor was eliminated for further comparison.  Comparing, the strengths calculated to 

the strengths tested still shows discrepancies for the control tests, CS and CN, which means 

there is at least one more factor affecting the test results which is not considered in the hand 

calculations.  One possible factor that could be causing higher than calculated loads at failure is 

the test setup configuration.  Instead of the expected 45° shear crack failure angle, the more 

common shear crack failure angle reported during tested was 30°.  The smaller angle could be 

attributed to the relative location of the applied load and the nearest support as the shear 

failure crack reported generally started at the edge of the nearest concrete support and 

propagated upwards to the applied load at the top of the beam, as seen in figure 8.7.3 for test 

AS5.  A shallower shear crack would cause the crack to cross more stirrups and FRP sheets than 

assumed in the calculations.  This would result in the higher than calculated applied loads at 

failure as seen here. 

        The final discrepancy seen between the actual calculations and the test results is 

related to test VS3’s failure mode.  Test results showed a failure in shear at 45.5 kips even 

though no FRP sheets failed in any way.  Meanwhile, calculations showed that the beam should 

have failed in flexure at this point.  As already discussed, the test setup configuration factor 

could explain why the test did not fail in flexure.  However, this factor does not explain why the 

beam actually failed in shear without any FRP bearing failure.  Therefore, the likely case is that 
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at least the middle FRP sheet on both sides of the beam were installed with gaps between the 

fasteners and FRP sheet.  This would cause an ineffectiveness of the FRP sheets until the shear 

crack reached a certain size.  If the sum of the gaps from the upper and lower rows of fasteners 

were larger than the shear crack at failure, then the FRP sheet would not be able to adequately 

resist the opening of this shear crack.  This issue brings up the critical nature of the installation 

procedure, and the requirement for a tight fitting between the FRP sheets and the fasteners.  

No other discrepancies for failure modes between table 9.6.2 and 9.6.3 were found other than 

test AS3 which was considered a statistical anomaly. 

 

9.7 Evaluating Objectives 

a.) To determine the viability of increasing shear strength in Reinforced Concrete Beams using 

Mechanically-Fastened FRP sheets. 

Test results showed that shear strength can be increased for a reinforced concrete beam by 

using Mechanically-Fastened FRP sheets.  Although, no tests failed in the desired FRP bearing 

failure mode, shear strength was increased by as much as 30%.  Therefore, the FRP retrofit 

system can provide shear strength increases by more than 30%, however the upper limit is 

unknown.  The tests also showed a direct relationship between number of FRP sheets used and 

shear strength increased.  The 45° angled FRP sheets provided a better cracking pattern 

because of the staggered locations of the fastener holes.  Vertical FRP sheets with close spacing 

resulted in cracking through multiple, adjacent fasteners in the same row.  Severe cracking 

along the fastener rows caused loosening and loss of composite behavior between the FRP 

sheets and RC beam.      
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b.) To determine the optimum FRP configuration in terms of strength, failure mode, ease of 

construction, and ductility.   

The optimum configuration based on strength, failure mode, ease of construction, and 

ductility depends on the ability to predict the failure shear crack location.  The FRP sheets that 

cross the shear failure crack between the fastener rows provide the entire resistance against 

further opening of the shear crack.  However, test results showed that the FRP sheets that did 

not cross the failure crack actually providing additional shear strength.  It is thought that these 

FRP sheets eliminate other crack paths, thereby confining the failure crack to the already 

chosen path.   

The likely scenario is that a well defined, failure, shear crack location will be difficult to 

accurately determine.  Shear strength was maximized with FRP sheets in a vertical or diagonal 

orientation with no spacing over the shear zone.  However, the cracking pattern for the vertical 

FRP sheets with no spacing (test VS5) developed severe cracks connecting multiple, adjacent 

fasteners in a row.  This cracking caused loss of composite action between the FRP sheets and 

RC beam.  The diagonal FRP sheets with no spacing (AS5) did not develop such a cracking 

pattern.  In terms of installation purposes, the installation time is directly proportional to the 

number of FRP sheet to install, while FRP orientation bearing no significant in terms of 

installation time.  Installation times for the tests, AS5 and VS5, were about 2.5 hours for each 

test, or 15 minutes per FRP sheet.  Greater efficiency was achieved with more FRP sheets to 

install, however.  No ductility from the FRP retrofit system was observed.  Therefore, the test 

results support the use of angled FRP sheets over the entire critical shear zone.  
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c.) To verify the validity of the FRP retrofit system’s design procedure.   

Calculations were compared to the test results to verify the accuracy of the FRP retrofit 

design procedure.  Calculations supported the test results with similar or conservative results in 

most test cases.  For shear calculations, there was an upper and lower limit calculation for the 

FRP shear contribution which was dependent on a clamping factor of 1.7.  However, the validity 

of implementing this clamping factor is still unknown since no FRP sheets failed.  The tested 

shear strength was higher than designed for due to the larger than designed for concrete 

strength, steel strength, and shear crack failure angle.  Other issues that will have to be 

addressed in the future include embedment depths of fasteners, and fastener type and size.  

Further testing will be required to determine if this design procedure is valid and accurate.   

 

d.) To provide a detailed installation procedure for the MF-FRP system. 

A detailed installation procedure was described in Chapter 7.  A few issues still need to be 

addressed, such as; curing time for gap filler, gap filler injection method, and tolerance 

requirements.  Once these issues are solved, in-field application of such a FRP retrofit system 

should be practiced to identify other issues inherent with more difficult working conditions.   
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Ch. 10 – Future Recommendations & Conclusion 

10.1 Future Recommendations 

 First, more testing will be required to validate the design procedure used in this 

research.  The testing will have to have multiple tests with a consistent failure mode, related to 

the MF-FRP system.  Similar calculations as done in this research will be required to compare to 

the test results to determine the validity.  The maximum capacity of the FRP retrofit system can 

then be determined.  A direct comparison can then be conducted between a mechanically-

fastened FRP retrofit system and an adhesively bonded FRP retrofit system.   

Within this testing, the benefits of clamping pressure should be investigated.  Clamping 

pressure was found to increase the FRP capacity in flexure by 70%.  However, the same benefits 

may not be applicable for shear application.  Next, the required depths of the fasteners to 

provide effective bonding between the fasteners and concrete with the use of a gap filler 

should be analyzed.  Effective bonding was found for wedge anchors embedded at a depth of 

1.75” – 2”, however an embedment depth of 1” was not adequate for proper bonding.  

Furthermore, the typical embedment depth of 1.75” – 2” penetrated the confined concrete, 

while the shallower depth did not penetrate the confined concrete.  Therefore, a separate 

analysis should be conducted to determine if effective bonding is dependent on penetration of 

the confined concrete.  Fastener type and size could also be investigated.  If gap filler is used, 

the benefits of a wedge anchor are reduced, so an anchor bolt may provide adequate strength 

for the given application.  The size of the fastener may not need to be 0.5” diameter, if other 

failure modes control besides FRP bearing failure.   
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The FRP material properties chosen for further testing could also be chosen to try to 

maximize bearing strength since this failure mode will likely control regardless of other 

parameters.  Transverse properties should be given consideration in the selection of a suitable 

material since loading will likely not be exactly parallel to the longitudinal axis of the FRP 

sheets.  Independent testing should then be conducted to verify transverse properties given the 

manufacturer, similar to what Gulbrandsen and Arora did for the longitudinal properties of 

their chosen FRP material.  Other changes that could be made to this FRP retrofit system to 

increase shear strength and ease of installation is to change the dimensions of the FRP.  

Increasing the thickness of the FRP would increase the bearing capacity of the FRP, and 

decreasing the width of the FRP sheets would make installation quicker and easier.  For 

example, the sheets used in this research could be cut in half, so only two fasteners are 

required per FRP sheet.  Not only would this change decrease the number of fasteners 

required, but it would also decrease the difficulty of installing each FRP sheet and the FRP 

sheets could perform more like internal steel stirrups.   

 As discussed in the section 6.1, there are a few issues with the installation procedure 

described.  The first recommendation is to provide tolerances to the FRP retrofit system.  

Dimensional tolerances for the fabrication of the FRP sheets and for the pre-drilled concrete 

holes should be required to maintain consistency.  Requiring tolerances would also decrease 

the difficulty of installing the FRP sheets.  In addition to tolerances, a type of drill-guide could 

be used to ensure a perpendicular pre-drilled hole in the concrete, which would further 

minimize FRP installation and removal difficulties.  Next, a re-useable steel template could be 

used if tolerances were required.  Following the installation procedure detailed in Chapter 6, 
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the time attributed to the locating and securing of the FRP sheets was about 1/3 of the entire 

man hours required to install the FRP retrofit system.  By using a re-useable steel template, the 

man hours required could easily be reduced.      

 The next recommendation is to use an alternative epoxy injection method.  An epoxy 

gun could be used to inject the epoxy into the pre-drilled concrete holes.  A thickening agent 

could be coupled with an epoxy gun to increase the viscosity of the epoxy, so the epoxy would 

not flow out of the holes after injected.  Another possibility to minimize the loss of epoxy while 

it’s curing is to use a type of wax stopper that would be placed around the wedge anchor.  

When the wedge anchors are hammered into the pre-drilled holes, the wax would then form a 

barrier that would stop the epoxy from flowing out.   

The third recommendation is directed toward the designer(s) of the FRP retrofit system.  

To maintain the advantage of being able to open the bridge immediately after installation, the 

designers should do one of two things.  The first option would be to limit the truck loads over 

the bridge for the next 24 hours.  This would allow the gap filler to cure while allowing the 

majority of traffic to use the bridge.  The second option is to overdesign the FRP retrofit system, 

so it does not include the approximately 15% ultimate bearing capacity increase that the gap 

filler provides.  This would provide a conservative design after the 24 hour curing time.  The gap 

filler is still recommended because of the many benefits that it provides the FRP retrofit system, 

as discussed in Chapter 2.   

The fourth recommendation related to the installation procedure is to try and install 

such a FRP retrofit system on existing reinforced concrete girders once the other issues have 
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been solved.  More issues will likely arise when changing the working conditions to an outdoor 

working surface where the laborer will be repelled off the side of a bridge.     

The final recommendations are directed towards researchers who may be looking to 

continue this research.  First, ensure the failure mode of all tests will be a shear failure.  Flexural 

strengthening should be significantly oversized to the point where the failure modes of steel 

yielding and concrete crushing will not occur.  Second, ensure the RC beams are large enough 

to accommodate this flexural steel while still accommodating ACI spacing requirements.  Next, 

conduct small scale testing to fully understand the different failure modes related to the MF-

FRP system. In addition, experiment with many different fastener types to determine which 

fastener is the best choice for full-scale testing.  In regards to determining the tested failure 

modes, define each failure mode using quantifiable information.  Next, design a test setup 

configuration (for small scale and full scale) which will not alter the cracking behavior or failure 

mode observed in the test specimens.  To verify visual observations, provide enough strain 

gages to provide a reliable and redundant data for all materials of concern.  Finally, use the 

resources available during testing if lack of experience is the case as it was with me. 

        

10.2 Conclusion 

 8, large-scale tests were conducted to determine if a mechanically-fastened FRP Retrofit 

System was viable for use in strengthening existing reinforced concrete beams in shear.  Test 

results showed that shear strength could be increased from 8% to 30% of the original RC 

beam’s shear strength.  The failure mode observed for each test, by and large, did not match 

the design failure mode due to an increase in shear strength.  One reason for the increase in 
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shear strength was from a higher concrete strength than expected.  Each test was designed for 

a 28 day compressive concrete strength of 4000 psi, however the actual strength of the 

concrete ordered was 6250 psi.  Furthermore, due to the test setup, this crack angle did not 

occur at the expected 45 degree angle.  Instead, the crack angle was between 30° and 40° with 

respect to the longitudinal axis of the beam.  This caused the crack to cross more concrete and 

stirrups than designed for, thereby resulting in a higher shear strength capacity.  The 

summation of these factors caused the shear strength to increase to the point where the failure 

mode changed from shear to flexure for a number of tests. 

 The tests that yielded the highest increase in shear strength were VN5, VS5, and AS5, or 

the tests with the most FRP sheets.  The failure mode for each of these tests was flexure in the 

form of steel yielding for VN5 and concrete crushing for VS5 and AS5.  The change in failure 

mode for these tests limited the shear strength increase seen by the FRP retrofit system.  At no 

point in these tests or any tests was the expected failure mode of FRP bearing failure seen.  FRP 

strain readings agreed with the observations since the max strain reading for any test was 512.7 

με and the average strain at FRP bearing failure was calculated to be at a lower limit of 956 με.  

Therefore, the actual capacity of this MF-FRP retrofit system in shear is still unknown.   

 A critical parameter in the effectiveness of this FRP retrofit system was found to be the 

fit between the installed anchors and the pre-drilled holes of the FRP sheet.  To successfully 

install the FRP sheets without damaging them, the pre-drilled holes in the FRP sheet had to be 

drilled to a slightly larger size than the anchors’ diameter.  The anchors also had to be installed 

at an angle close to 90° with respect to the concrete surface to easily match the four holes with 

the four anchors used for each sheet.  Any inaccuracy in these two steps caused gaps between 
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the fasteners and the FRP sheets.  The gaps produced from the upper row of fasteners and the 

bottom row of fasteners were then summed to cause an effective gap for each FRP sheet.  

Therefore, the FRP sheet would not experience bearing until the beam had cracked the same 

amount as this effective gap from installation.  Therefore, each FRP sheet would only resist the 

opening of the shear cracks if the crack crossed the FRP sheet between the upper and lower 

row of fasteners and if the gaps between the fasteners and the FRP sheet were closed.  An 

example of such a problem occurring during testing can be seen in Test VS3.  Shear strength 

increased from the control, CS, by 12%, so it’s debatable how much of this strength increase is 

from the FRP sheets and how much can be attributed to variability.  The failure mode for this 

test was the expected shear failure mode.  The failure shear crack crossed only one FRP sheet, 

however this FRP sheet did not experience any bearing failure.  Therefore, the logical 

explanation for this test was that the middle FRP sheet did not experience bearing until the 

shear crack had opened a significant amount.  At this point, the shear crack was large enough to 

cause a sudden failure in the beam. 

     The next step in the analysis was to determine what FRP configuration produced the 

best results with shear strength increase, cracking behavior, and installation time.  The highest 

shear strength increases came from FRP sheets covering the entire shear zone, however the 

angled FRP sheets provided a more desirable cracking behavior.  In the case with the vertical 

FRP sheets, long rows of fasteners were created which caused crack propagation through 

multiple, adjacent fasteners.  As this cracking increased, the fasteners loosened to the point 

where they could be manually removed, thereby eliminating any composite action between 

that FRP sheet and the RC beam.  The angled FRP sheets changed the location of the fasteners 
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where no rows were created.  This distribution of fasteners resulted in a more desirable 

cracking which connected only a few fasteners that were not close to each other.  The two 

issues to consider with the selection of angled FRP sheets across the entire, critical shear zone 

is installation time and the ability to perform future inspection work.  Installation time will be 

the greatest with the greatest number of FRP sheets.  However, the labor hours required to 

install this FRP retrofit system can be distributed to a number of laborers which will decrease 

the actual time the structure is under construction.  Also, the test results showed that two 

fasteners per FRP sheet could provide the same shear strength increase as four fasteners per 

FRP sheet.  This would cut installation time per FRP sheet in half.  The second issue is the ability 

to perform future inspections in this region.  By providing no spacing between FRP sheets, an 

inspector would have no way to see potential shear cracking in the critical shear zone region of 

the RC beam.  A few FRP sheets would have to be removed to perform a detailed inspection 

which would temporarily decrease the shear strength of the beam.  Removal of the FRP sheets 

can also be difficult and can cause damage to the FRP sheets.  Therefore, if a lower increase in 

shear strength capacity is required than the maximum amount, another option would be to 

design the FRP sheets as if they were internal shear reinforcement.  Spacing for the FRP sheets 

in the critical shear region could be spacing at a distance of d/2, which would provide viewing 

areas for an inspector to properly inspect the shear zone of the RC beam.   

 When discussing the possible implementation of a MF-FRP system in shear on existing 

reinforced concrete structures, the following can be taken away from the research presented in 

this paper.  The results of the tests showed that this system can be used to increase a 

reinforced concrete beam’s shear capacity, however the number of test samples were not large 
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enough to conclusively determine the behavior of this system.  Due to the lack of samples, the 

system was not able to be verified for design procedures to be used.            

Further testing is required to determine the capacity of the shear strength provided by 

the MF-FRP retrofit system.  Issues that will need to be addressed for such a MF-FRP system to 

be reliably used in practice and designed for include: tolerance requirements during pre-drilling 

of the concrete and FRP holes, embedment depths required to provide effective bonding 

between the chosen fasteners and the concrete with and without gap filler, and the installation 

issues related to the use of gap filler.   
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Design Calculations - RC beams w/ FRP sheets (8" x 12" x 10') 

Beam dimensions:    

Material Properties:    

 

Other dimensions:    

   

  

FRP properties and dimensions: 

    

    (upper limit) 

  (lower limit) 

bw 8in h 12in L 90in

fstirrup 60000psi fy1 40000psi fy2 60000psi

f'c 4000psi

dstirrup 0.25in d5 0.625in d6 0.75in

coverbottom 1.5in spaceclear 1in coveredge 1.5in

Astirrup 2
dstirrup

2









2

 0.098in
2

 s 8in

E 9069ksi width 4in thickness 0.125in A width thickness 0.5in
2



failure 1180 microstrain ubearing 1625 microstrain

lbearing 956 microstrain
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Design of FRP Retrofit System  

FRP properties and dimensions: 

    

  
from Arora 

  avg. strength at bearing failure from Arora 

  diameter of fastener, anchor bolt 

 Tensile strength for Hybrid 1.5 FRP type, w/ opening 

 Tensile strength for Hybrid 1.5 FRP type, w/o opening 

Assume FRP strips are loading in uniaxial tension 

4, 0.5" anchor bolts used per sheet 

Require 0.75" min. edge spacing 

1 row of bolts with respect to loading scenario, so # possible failure modes will be much less 

Failure Mode I - Uniaxial tension 

 

Failure Mode 2 - Uniaxial tension across bolt location 

 

Failure Mode 3 - Longitudinal Bearing 

 

E 8892ksi width 4in t 0.125in A width t 0.5in
2



 11800 microstrain

fb 34ksi

df 0.5in

fto 71.6ksi

ft 84.7ksi

Pallow1 ft A 42.35kip

Pallow1 fto t width 2 df  26.85kip
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  Factor concerning clamped or unclamped fasteners 

  load per anchor bolt (unclamped) 

  load per anchor bolt (clamped) 

Clamped pressure will be applied based on the increase in strength 

 2 bolts per FRP sheet (unclamped) 

  lower limit 

 2 bolts per FRP sheet (clamped) 

  upper limit 

In theory, no transverse bearing since loading is parallel to longitudinal fibers 

Failure Mode 4 - Shearing of fasteners  

 shear force of 0.5" diameter anchor bolt with 2.25" embedment and f`c = 6 

ksi (according to manufacturer) 

 

u 1 c 1.7

Pfbu u fb df t Pfbu 2.125kip

Pfbc c fb df t Pfbc 3.613kip

Pallow3 2 Pfbu 4.25kip

bearing

Pallow3 10
6



E A
955.92 microstrain

Pallow3 2Pfbc 7.225kip

bearing

Pallow3 10
6



E A
1625.06 microstrain

Fs 9.888kip

Pallow4 2 Fs 19.78kip
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Design for shear failure (8" x 12" x 10') 

CN - No shear reinforcement 

 

  

  

 

   

  

Flexural Design and Applied load calculation 

Loading consists of point load at 2.67' from left support and 5.33' from right support w/ 2' overhang. 

  "P" is applied load 

"Ay" is left support 

"By" is right support  

  Mx1 is from left support to Mmax (0-2.5') 

Mx2 is from Mmax to right support (2.5'-7.5') (in feet) 

 Max shear at left support 

  

 Vn Vu

d h coverbottom d5
space clear

2
 d 9.375in

Vc

2
f'c

psi
 bw d psi

1000
lbf

kip

 Vc 9.487kip

Vs 0kip

Vn1 Vc Vs Vn1 9.487kip  0.75

Vn1 7.115kip Vu1  Vn1

Ay
2P

3
 By

P

3


Vmax
2 P

3


Mx1
2 P

3
x Mx2 1.67P

P

3
x

Vu1 7.115kip

P1

3 Vu1

2
 P1 10.673kip
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 distance to edge of stirrup to center of first flexural bar 

distance from center of first bar on left to first 

bar on right 
 

Use 4, #5's w/ 1.625" spacing between layers 

 

  Area of 1 bar 

 

  

 

Mu1 1.67ft P1 Mu1 17.823kip ft

b 0.9

1 0.85

b

0.851 f'c

fy1

87ksi

87ksi fy1









 b 0.049

max

0.003
fy1

29000ksi


0.007
b max 0.031

Amin1

3
f'c 1000

ksi


fy1 1000
bw d ksi

Amin1 0.356in
2



Amin2
200kip

fy1 1000


Amin2 5 10
3

 in
2



Amin minAmin1 Amin2  Amin 5 10
3

 in
2



min

Amin

bw d
 min 6.667 10

5


C 2 dstirrup

Roomclear bw 2 coveredge 2 dstirrup 2 C 3.5in

Df 0.625in

Af 
Df

2









2

 Af 0.307in
2



numberbars 4

Aftotal Af numberbars Aftotal 1.227in
2



d 9.375in
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  checks out 

  

  

  

   

   

CS - Control w/ shear reinforcement 

 

 

  

  

  

  


Aftotal

bw d
  0.016

T Aftotal fy1 T 49.087kip

C T C 0.85f'c bw a

a
T

0.85f'c bw
 a 1.805in

Mn b Aftotal fy1 d
a

2










 Mn 31.193kip ft provided

Mn1 Mu1 Mn1 17.823kip ft required

 Vn Vu

d h coverbottom dstirrup d6
space clear

2
 9 in

Vc

2
f'c

psi
 bw d psi

1000
lbf

kip

 Vc 9.107kip

Vs

Astirrup fstirrup d

s
 Vs 6.627kip

Vn1 Vc Vs Vn1 15.734kip

 Vn1 11.801kip Vu1  Vn1
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  Flexure Design 

 

  

  

  

  

 
 

 
 

  

  

 distance to edge of stirrup to center of first flexural bar 

distance from center of first bar on left to first 

bar on right 
 

Use 4, #6's, 1" clear vertical spacing vertical  

 

Vu1 11.801kip

P1

3 Vu1

2
 P1 17.701kip

Mu1 1.67ft P1 Mu1 29.561kip ft

b

0.851 f'c

fy2

87ksi

87ksi fy2









 b 0.029

max

0.003
fy2

29000ksi


0.007
b max 0.021

Amin1

3
f'c 1000

ksi


fy2 1000
bw d ksi

Amin1 0.228in
2



Amin2
200kip

fy2 1000


Amin2 3.333 10
3

 in
2



Amin minAmin1 Amin2  Amin 3.333 10
3

 in
2



min

Amin

bw d
 min 4.63 10

5


C 2 dstirrup

Roomclear bw 2 coveredge 2 dstirrup 2 C 3.5in

Df 0.75in
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  Area of 1 bar 

 

  

  OK, still below ρb 

  

 

 

  

   

   

Af 
Df

2









2

 Af 0.442in
2



numberbars 4

Aftotal Af numberbars Aftotal 1.767in
2




Aftotal

bw d
  0.025

T Aftotal fy2 T 106.029kip

C T

C 0.85f'c bw a

a
T

0.85f'c bw
 a 3.898in

Mn b Aftotal fy2 d
a

2










 Mn 56.07kip ft provided

Mn1 Mu1 Mn1 29.561kip ft required
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VN5 - No shear reinf. w/ 5 FRP sheets 

 

  

  

 

 effective depth of FRP sheets (2" end distance) 

 center to center spacing for FRP sheets 

 

  

 

  

Flexural Design and Applied load calculation 

Loading consists of point load at 2.67' from left support and 5.33' from right support w/ 2' overhang. 

 Max shear at left support 

  

  

 Vn Vu

d h coverbottom d5
space clear

2
 d 9.375in

Vc

2
f'c

psi
 bw d psi

1000
lbf

kip

 Vc 9.487kip

Vs 0kip

de 8in

sfrp 4in

Vfl

 lbearing A E de

10
6

sfrp

8.501kip

Vn1 Vc Vs Vfl Vn1 17.988kip

 0.75

 Vn1 13.491kip Vu1  Vn1

Vu1 13.491kip

P1

3 Vu1

2
 P1 20.236kip

Mu1 1.67ft P1 Mu1 33.794kip ft
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 distance to edge of stirrup to center of first flexural bar 

distance from center of first bar on left to first 

bar on right 
 

Use 4, #5's w/ 1.625" spacing between layers 

 

  Area of 1 bar 

 

  

 

b 0.9

1 0.85

b

0.851 f'c

fy1

87ksi

87ksi fy1









 b 0.049

max

0.003
fy1

29000ksi


0.007
b max 0.031

Amin1

3
f'c 1000

ksi


fy1 1000
bw d ksi

Amin1 0.356in
2



Amin2
200kip

fy1 1000


Amin2 5 10
3

 in
2



Amin minAmin1 Amin2  Amin 5 10
3

 in
2



min

Amin

bw d
 min 6.667 10

5


C 2 dstirrup

Roomclear bw 2 coveredge 2 dstirrup 2 C 3.5in

Df 0.625in

Af 
Df

2









2

 Af 0.307in
2



numberbars 4

Aftotal Af numberbars Aftotal 1.227in
2



d 9.375in
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  checks out 

  

  

  

   

   

VS5 - W/ shear reinf. and 5 FRP sheets 

 

 

  

  

  

 


Aftotal

bw d
  0.016

T Aftotal fy1 T 49.087kip

C T C 0.85f'c bw a

a
T

0.85f'c bw
 a 1.805in

Mn b Aftotal fy1 d
a

2










 Mn 31.193kip ft provided

Mn1 Mu1 Mn1 33.794kip ft required

 Vn Vu

d h coverbottom dstirrup d6
space clear

2
 9 in

Vc

2
f'c

psi
 bw d psi

1000
lbf

kip

 Vc 9.107kip

Vs

Astirrup fstirrup d

s
 Vs 6.627kip

de 8 in sfrp 4 in

Vfl

 lbearing A E de

10
6

sfrp

8.501kip
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Flexure Design 

 

  

  

  

  

 
 

 
 

  

  

 distance to edge of stirrup to center of first flexural bar 

distance from center of first bar on left to first 

bar on right 
 

Vn1 Vc Vs Vfl Vn1 24.235kip

 Vn1 18.176kip Vu1  Vn1

Vu1 18.176kip

P1

3 Vu1

2
 P1 27.264kip

Mu1 1.67ft P1 Mu1 45.531kip ft

b

0.851 f'c

fy2

87ksi

87ksi fy2









 b 0.029

max

0.003
fy2

29000ksi


0.007
b max 0.021

Amin1

3
f'c 1000

ksi


fy2 1000
bw d ksi

Amin1 0.228in
2



Amin2
200kip

fy2 1000


Amin2 3.333 10
3

 in
2



Amin minAmin1 Amin2  Amin 3.333 10
3

 in
2



min

Amin

bw d
 min 4.63 10

5


C 2 dstirrup

Roomclear bw 2 coveredge 2 dstirrup 2 C 3.5in
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Use 4, #6's, 1" clear vertical spacing vertical  

 

  Area of 1 bar 

 

  

   

  

 

 

  

   

   

Df 0.75in

Af 
Df

2









2

 Af 0.442in
2



numberbars 4

Aftotal Af numberbars Aftotal 1.767in
2




Aftotal

bw d
  0.025 OK

T Aftotal fy2 T 106.029kip

C T

C 0.85f'c bw a

a
T

0.85f'c bw
 a 3.898in

Mn b Aftotal fy2 d
a

2










 Mn 56.07kip ft provided

Mn1 Mu1 Mn1 45.531kip ft required
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VS3 - W/ shear reinf. and 3 FRP sheets 

 

 

  

  

  

 

  

  

Flexure Design 

 

  

  

  

  

 Vn Vu

d h coverbottom dstirrup d6
space clear

2
 9 in

Vc

2
f'c

psi
 bw d psi

1000
lbf

kip

 Vc 9.107kip

Vs

Astirrup fstirrup d

s
 Vs 6.627kip

de 8 in sfrp 8in

Vfl

 lbearing A E de

10
6

sfrp

4.25kip

Vn1 Vc Vs Vfl Vn1 19.985kip

 Vn1 14.988kip Vu1  Vn1

Vu1 14.988kip

P1

3 Vu1

2
 P1 22.483kip

Mu1 1.67ft P1 Mu1 37.546kip ft

b

0.851 f'c

fy2

87ksi

87ksi fy2









 b 0.029

max

0.003
fy2

29000ksi


0.007
b max 0.021
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 distance to edge of stirrup to center of first flexural bar 

distance from center of first bar on left to first 

bar on right 
 

Use 4, #6's, 1" clear vertical spacing vertical  

 

  Area of 1 bar 

 

  

   

  

 

 

Amin1

3
f'c 1000

ksi


fy2 1000
bw d ksi

Amin1 0.228in
2



Amin2
200kip

fy2 1000


Amin2 3.333 10
3

 in
2



Amin minAmin1 Amin2  Amin 3.333 10
3

 in
2



min

Amin

bw d
 min 4.63 10

5


C 2 dstirrup

Roomclear bw 2 coveredge 2 dstirrup 2 C 3.5in

Df 0.75in

Af 
Df

2









2

 Af 0.442in
2



numberbars 4

Aftotal Af numberbars Aftotal 1.767in
2




Aftotal

bw d
  0.025 OK

T Aftotal fy2 T 106.029kip

C T

C 0.85f'c bw a
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VS2 - W/ shear reinf. and 2 FRP sheets 

 

 

  

  

  

 

  

a
T

0.85f'c bw
 a 3.898in

Mn b Aftotal fy2 d
a

2










 Mn 56.07kip ft provided

Mn1 Mu1 Mn1 37.546kip ft required

 Vn Vu

d h coverbottom dstirrup d6
space clear

2
 9 in

Vc

2
f'c

psi
 bw d psi

1000
lbf

kip

 Vc 9.107kip

Vs

Astirrup fstirrup d

s
 Vs 6.627kip

de 8in sfrp 4in

Vfll

 lbearing A E de

sfrp 10
6



8.501kip

Vn1 Vc Vs Vfl Vn1 19.985kip
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Flexure Design 

 

  

  

  

  

 
 

 
 

  

  

 distance to edge of stirrup to center of first flexural bar 

distance from center of first bar on left to first 

bar on right 
 

 Vn1 14.988kip Vu1  Vn1

Vu1 14.988kip

P1

3 Vu1

2
 P1 22.483kip

Mu1 1.67ft P1 Mu1 37.546kip ft

b

0.851 f'c

fy2

87ksi

87ksi fy2









 b 0.029

max

0.003
fy2

29000ksi


0.007
b max 0.021

Amin1

3
f'c 1000

ksi


fy2 1000
bw d ksi

Amin1 0.228in
2



Amin2
200kip

fy2 1000


Amin2 3.333 10
3

 in
2



Amin minAmin1 Amin2  Amin 3.333 10
3

 in
2



min

Amin

bw d
 min 4.63 10

5


C 2 dstirrup

Roomclear bw 2 coveredge 2 dstirrup 2 C 3.5in
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Use 4, #6's, 1" clear vertical spacing vertical  

 

  Area of 1 bar 

 

  

   

  

 

 

  

   

   

Df 0.75in

Af 
Df

2









2

 Af 0.442in
2



numberbars 4

Aftotal Af numberbars Aftotal 1.767in
2




Aftotal

bw d
  0.025 OK

T Aftotal fy2 T 106.029kip

C T

C 0.85f'c bw a

a
T

0.85f'c bw
 a 3.898in

Mn b Aftotal fy2 d
a

2










 Mn 56.07kip ft provided

Mn1 Mu1 Mn1 37.546kip ft required
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AS5 - W/ shear reinf. and 5 diagonal FRP sheets 

 

 

  

  

  

 

  

  

Flexure Design 

 

  

  

  

 Vn Vu

d h coverbottom dstirrup d6
space clear

2
 9 in

Vc

2
f'c

psi
 bw d psi

1000
lbf

kip

 Vc 9.107kip

Vs

Astirrup fstirrup d

s
 Vs 6.627kip

de 8in sfrp 4in

Vfl

 lbearing A E sin 45( ) cos 45( )( ) de

10
6

sfrp

11.699kip

Vn1 Vc Vs Vfl Vn1 27.433kip

 Vn1 20.575kip Vu1  Vn1

Vu1 20.575kip

P1

3 Vu1

2
 P1 30.862kip

Mu1 1.67ft P1 Mu1 51.54kip ft

b

0.851 f'c

fy2

87ksi

87ksi fy2









 b 0.029
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 distance to edge of stirrup to center of first flexural bar 

distance from center of first bar on left to first 

bar on right 
 

Use 4, #6's, 1" clear vertical spacing vertical  

 

  Area of 1 bar 

 

  

   

  

max

0.003
fy2

29000ksi


0.007
b max 0.021

Amin1

3
f'c 1000

ksi


fy2 1000
bw d ksi

Amin1 0.228in
2



Amin2
200kip

fy2 1000


Amin2 3.333 10
3

 in
2



Amin minAmin1 Amin2  Amin 3.333 10
3

 in
2



min

Amin

bw d
 min 4.63 10

5


C 2 dstirrup

Roomclear bw 2 coveredge 2 dstirrup 2 C 3.5in

Df 0.75in

Af 
Df

2









2

 Af 0.442in
2



numberbars 4

Aftotal Af numberbars Aftotal 1.767in
2




Aftotal

bw d
  0.025 OK

T Aftotal fy2 T 106.029kip
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AS3 - W/ shear reinf. and 3 diagonal FRP sheets 

 

 

  

  

  

 

C T

C 0.85f'c bw a

a
T

0.85f'c bw
 a 3.898in

Mn b Aftotal fy2 d
a

2










 Mn 56.07kip ft provided

Mn1 Mu1 Mn1 51.54kip ft required

 Vn Vu

d h coverbottom dstirrup d6
space clear

2
 9 in

Vc

2
f'c

psi
 bw d psi

1000
lbf

kip

 Vc 9.107kip

Vs

Astirrup fstirrup d

s
 Vs 6.627kip

de 8in sfrp 8in

Vfl

 lbearing A E sin 45( ) cos 45( )( ) de

10
6

sfrp

5.849kip
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Flexure Design 

 

  

  

  

  

 
 

 
 

  

  

 distance to edge of stirrup to center of first flexural bar 

distance from center of first bar on left to first 

bar on right 
 

Use 4, #6's, 1" clear vertical spacing vertical  

Vn1 Vc Vs Vfl Vn1 21.584kip

 Vn1 16.188kip Vu1  Vn1

Vu1 16.188kip

P1

3 Vu1

2
 P1 24.282kip

Mu1 1.67ft P1 Mu1 40.55kip ft

b

0.851 f'c

fy2

87ksi

87ksi fy2









 b 0.029

max

0.003
fy2

29000ksi


0.007
b max 0.021

Amin1

3
f'c 1000

ksi


fy2 1000
bw d ksi

Amin1 0.228in
2



Amin2
200kip

fy2 1000


Amin2 3.333 10
3

 in
2



Amin minAmin1 Amin2  Amin 3.333 10
3

 in
2



min

Amin

bw d
 min 4.63 10

5


C 2 dstirrup

Roomclear bw 2 coveredge 2 dstirrup 2 C 3.5in
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  Area of 1 bar 

 

  

   

  

 
  

 

   

   

Df 0.75in

Af 
Df

2









2

 Af 0.442in
2



numberbars 4

Aftotal Af numberbars Aftotal 1.767in
2




Aftotal

bw d
  0.025 OK

T Aftotal fy2 T 106.029kip

C T
a

T

0.85f'c bw
 a 3.898in

C 0.85f'c bw a

Mn b Aftotal fy2 d
a

2










 Mn 56.07kip ft provided

Mn1 Mu1 Mn1 40.55kip ft required
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Shear and Flexural Calculations (8" x 12" x 10') 

Beam dimensions:    

Material Properties:    

f'c varies according to date tested 

Other dimensions:    

   

  

FRP properties and dimensions: 

    

    (upper limit) 

  (lower limit) 

bw 8in h 12in L 10ft

fstirrup 67000psi fy1 40000psi fy2 60000psi

dstirrup 0.25in d5 0.625in d6 0.75in

coverbottom 1.5in spaceclear 1in coveredge 1.5in

Astirrup 2
dstirrup

2









2

 0.098in
2

 sstirrup 8in

E 9069ksi width 4in thickness 0.125in A width thickness 0.5in
2



failure 1180 microstrain ubearing 1625 microstrain

lbearing 956 microstrain
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CN. No shear reinforcement 

  

 

  

 

  

 effective length for simply supported tested condition 

 length of shear zone 

4, #5 flexural bars 

  Area of 1 bar 

 

  

  

 

 

  

d h coverbottom d5
space clear

2
 d 9.375in

f'c 6253psi

Vc

2
f'c

psi
 bw d psi

1000
lbf

kip

 Vc 11.861kip

Vs 0kip

Vn1 Vc Vs Vn1 11.861kip

Lmoment 90in

Lshear 30in

Af 
d5

2









2

 Af 0.307in
2



numberbars 4

Aftotal Af numberbars Aftotal 1.227in
2



T Aftotal fy1 T 49.087kip

C T

C 0.85f'c bw a

a
T

0.85f'c bw
 a 1.154in
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Applied loading: 

 Failed in shear 

 

 

Compare to 

  

Calculated slight yielding in flexural bars w/ failure in shear. Matches observations 

d 9.375in

Mn1 Aftotal fy1 d
a

2










 Mn1 35.988kip ft provided

Papplied 23kip

Vapplied
2

3
Papplied 15.333kip

Mapplied
2

3
Papplied Lshear 38.333kip ft

Mn1 35.988kip ft Vn1 11.861kip
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VN5. No shear reinforcement w/ 5 FRP sheets per face 

 

  

 

  center to center spacing of FRP sheets 

 shear force per FRP sheet (upper limit) 

 shear force per FRP sheet (lower limit) 

 Shear strength from test CN 

  upper limit 

  lower limit 

 effective length for simply supported tested condition 

 length of shear zone 

4, #5 flexural bars 

  Area of 1 bar 

 

f'c 6516psi

Vc

2
f'c

psi
 bw d psi

1000
lbf

kip

 Vc 12.108kip

Vs 0kip

de 8in sfrp 4in

Vfu

ubearing A E de

10
6

sfrp

14.737kip

Vfl

 lbearing A E de

10
6

sfrp

8.67kip

Vcn 15.33kip

Vn2u Vcn Vfu Vn2u 30.067kip

Vn2l Vcn Vfl Vn2l 24kip

Lmoment 90in

Lshear 30in

Af 
d5

2









2

 Af 0.307in
2



numberbars 4
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Applied loading: 

 Failed in flexure, yielding of flexure steel 

 

 

Compare to 

   

Calculated yielding of flexure steel.  Matches observations 

Aftotal Af numberbars Aftotal 1.227in
2



T Aftotal fy1 T 49.087kip

C T

C 0.85f'c bw a

a
T

0.85f'c bw
 a 1.108in

d 9.375in

Mn2 Aftotal fy1 d
a

2










 Mn2 36.084kip ft provided

Papplied 30kip

Vapplied
2

3
Papplied 20 kip

Mapplied
2

3
Papplied Lshear 50 kip ft

Mn2 36.084kip ft Vn2u 30.067kip Vn2l 24kip
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CS. Control w/ shear reinforcement 

  

  

 Conservative estimation of steel crossing failure crack.  Failure 

angle was approx. 39 degrees. Will edit the "arm" after "a" is 

calculated. 

  

 effective length for simply supported tested condition 

 length of shear zone 

4, #6 flexural bars 

  Area of 1 bar 

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

f'c 6780psi d h coverbottom dstirrup d6
space clear

2
 9 in

Vc Vcn Vc 15.33kip

Vs

Astirrup fstirrup d

sstirrup

7.4kip

Vn1 Vc Vs Vn1 22.73kip

Lmoment 90in

Lshear 30in

Af 
d6

2









2

 Af 0.442in
2



numberbars 4

Aftotal Af numberbars Aftotal 1.767in
2



T Aftotal fy2 T 106.029kip

C T

C 0.85f'c bw a

a
T

0.85f'c bw
 a 2.3in

d 9 in
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Applied loading: 

 Failed in shear 

 

 

Compare to 

 

 
 

Calculated failure in shear.  Failed later than calculated here. 

Mn1 Aftotal fy2 d
a

2










 Mn1 69.361kip ft provided

Papplied 40kip

Vapplied
2

3
Papplied 26.667kip

Mapplied
2

3
Papplied Lshear 66.667kip ft

Vs

Astirrup fstirrup d
a

2












sstirrup

6.454kip

Vn1 Vc Vs 21.784kip
Mn1 69.361kip ft
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VS5. Shear reinf. w/ 5 FRP sheets per face 

  

 Shear strength according to test CS 

  

 shear force per FRP sheet (upper limit) 

 shear force per FRP sheet (lower limit) 

 upper limit 

 lower limit 

 effective length for simply supported tested condition 

 length of shear zone 

4, #6 flexural bars 

  Area of 1 bar 

 

  

  

 

 

f'c 6780psi d 9 in

Vcs 26.67kip

de 8 in sfrp 4 in

Vfu

ubearing A E de

10
6

sfrp

14.737kip

Vfl

 lbearing A E de

10
6

sfrp

8.67kip

Vn1u Vcs Vfu 41.407kip

Vn1l Vcs Vfl 35.34kip

Lmoment 90in

Lshear 30in

Af 
d6

2









2

 Af 0.442in
2



numberbars 4

Aftotal Af numberbars Aftotal 1.767in
2



T Aftotal fy2 T 106.029kip

C T

C 0.85f'c bw a
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Applied loading: 

 Failed in concrete crushing 

 

 

Compare to 

  

 

 Calculated Load at failure in flexure 

Calculated failure in flexure.  Failed later than calculated here. 

Close to lower limit for shear 

a
T

0.85f'c bw
 a 2.3in

Mn1 Aftotal fy2 d
a

2










 Mn1 69.361kip ft provided

Papplied 52.1kip

Vapplied
2

3
Papplied 34.733kip

Mapplied
2

3
Papplied Lshear 86.833kip ft

Mn1 69.361kip ft Vn1u 41.407kip

Vn1l 35.34kip

Pfail

Mn1
3

2


Lshear

41.617kip
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VS3. Shear reinf. w/ 3 FRP sheets per face 

  

  

 shear force per FRP sheet (upper limit) 

 shear force per FRP sheet (lower limit) 

  upper limit 

  lower limit 

 effective length for simply supported tested condition 

 length of shear zone 

4, #6 flexural bars 

  Area of 1 bar 

 

  

  

 

 

  

f'c 6780psi d 9 in

de 8 in sfrp 8in

Vfu

ubearing A E de

10
6

sfrp

7.369kip

Vfl

 lbearing A E de

10
6

sfrp

4.335kip

Vn1u Vcs Vfu Vn1u 34.039kip

Vn1l Vcs Vfl Vn1l 31.005kip

Lmoment 90in

Lshear 30in

Af 
d6

2









2

 Af 0.442in
2



numberbars 4

Aftotal Af numberbars Aftotal 1.767in
2



T Aftotal fy2 T 106.029kip

C T

C 0.85f'c bw a

a
T

0.85f'c bw
 a 2.3in
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Applied loading: 

 Failed in concrete crushing 

 

 

Compare to 

 
 

 

Calculated failure in shear and flexure.  Failed later than calculated here. 

Close to lower limit of shear 

Mn1 Aftotal fy2 d
a

2










 Mn1 69.361kip ft provided

Papplied 45.5kip

Vapplied
2

3
Papplied 30.333kip

Mapplied
2

3
Papplied Lshear 75.833kip ft

Vn1u 34.039kip
Mn1 69.361kip ft

Vn1l 31.005kip
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VS2. Shear reinf. w/ 2 FRP sheets per face 

  

  

 shear force per FRP sheet (upper limit) 

 shear force per FRP sheet (upper limit) 

  upper limit 

  lower limit 

 effective length for simply supported tested condition 

 length of shear zone 

4, #6 flexural bars 

  Area of 1 bar 

 

  

  

 

 

  

   

f'c 7275psi d 9 in

de 8 in sfrp 4in

Vfu

ubearing A E de

10
6

sfrp

14.737kip

Vfl

 lbearing A E de

10
6

sfrp

8.67kip

Vn1u Vcs Vfu Vn1u 41.407kip

Vn1l Vcs Vfl Vn1l 35.34kip

Lmoment 90in

Lshear 30in

Af 
d6

2









2

 Af 0.442in
2



numberbars 4

Aftotal Af numberbars Aftotal 1.767in
2



T Aftotal fy2 T 106.029kip

C T

C 0.85f'c bw a

a
T

0.85f'c bw
 a 2.143in

Mn1 Aftotal fy2 d
a

2










 Mn1 70.053kip ft provided
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Applied loading: 

 Failed in shear on other side of beam 

 Far end support had to be moved in 12" due to 

catastrophic failure on first test for the beam 

 

Compare to 

 
 

 

Calculated no failure.  Failed on opposite side of beam in shear. 

Check opposite side of beam for shear failure 

 

 

  

 

 

Failured was calculated for opposite side of beam to fail in shear.  Matched observations 

Papplied 43.9kip

Vapplied
48

78
Papplied 27.015kip

Mapplied
48

78
Papplied Lshear 67.538kip ft

Vn1u 41.407kip
Mn1 70.053kip ft

Vn1l 35.34kip

Vapplied
30

78
Papplied 16.885kip

sstirrup 12in

Vc

2
f'c

psi
 bw d psi

1000
lbf

kip

 Vc 12.282kip

Vs

Astirrup fstirrup d
a

2












sstirrup

4.346kip

Vnf Vc Vs 16.628kip
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AS3. Shear reinf. w/ 3 diagonal FRP sheets per face 

  

  

 shear force per FRP sheet (upper limit) 

 shear force per FRP sheet (lower limit) 

  upper limit 

  lower limit 

 effective length for simply supported tested condition 

 length of shear zone 

4, #6 flexural bars 

  Area of 1 bar 

 

  

  

 

 

f'c 7027psi d 9 in

de 8 in sfrp 8in

Vfu

ubearing A E cos 45( ) sin 45( )( ) de

10
6

sfrp

10.141kip

Vfl

 lbearing A E cos 45( ) sin 45( )( ) de

10
6

sfrp

5.966kip

Vn1u Vcs Vfu Vn1u 36.811kip

Vn1l Vcs Vfl Vn1l 32.636kip

Lmoment 90in

Lshear 30in

Af 
d6

2









2

 Af 0.442in
2



numberbars 4

Aftotal Af numberbars Aftotal 1.767in
2



T Aftotal fy2 T 106.029kip

C T

C 0.85f'c bw a
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Applied loading: 

 Failed in shear (earlier than control w/ shear reinf.) 

  

  

Compare to 

 

 

 

No calculated failure. Does not match observations. 

a
T

0.85f'c bw
 a 2.219in

Mn1 Aftotal fy2 d
a

2










 Mn1 69.719kip ft provided

Papplied 39kip

Vapplied
2

3
Papplied Vapplied 26kip

Mapplied
2

3
Papplied Lshear Mapplied 65kip ft

Mn1 69.719kip ft

Vn1u 36.811kip

Vn1l 32.636kip
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  AS5. Shear reinf. w/ 5 diagonal FRP sheets per face 

  

  

 shear force per FRP sheet (upper limit) 

 shear force per FRP sheet (lower limit) 

  upper limit 

  lower limit 

 effective length for simply supported tested condition 

 length of shear zone 

4, #6 flexural bars 

  Area of 1 bar 

 

  

  

 

 

  

f'c 7027psi d 9 in

de 8 in sfrp 4in

Vfu

ubearing A E cos 45( ) sin 45( )( ) de

10
6

sfrp

20.282kip

Vfl

 lbearing A E cos 45( ) sin 45( )( ) de

10
6

sfrp

11.932kip

Vn1u Vcs Vfu Vn1u 46.952kip

Vn1l Vcs Vfl Vn1l 38.602kip

Lmoment 90in

Lshear 30in

Af 
d6

2









2

 Af 0.442in
2



numberbars 4

Aftotal Af numberbars Aftotal 1.767in
2



T Aftotal fy2 T 106.029kip

C T

C 0.85f'c bw a

a
T

0.85f'c bw
 a 2.219in
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Applied loading: 

 Failed in concrete crushing 

 

 

Compare to 

 

 

 

Calculated failure in flexure.  Matches observations. 

Mn1 Aftotal fy2 d
a

2










 Mn1 69.719kip ft provided

Papplied 51.9kip

Vapplied
2

3
Papplied 34.6kip

Mapplied
2

3
Papplied Lshear 86.5kip ft

Mn1 69.719kip ft

Vn1u 46.952kip

Vn1l 38.602kip


